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FOREWORD

This report describes activities performed by the Human Resources Research Organi-
zation under Work Unit RECRUIT/ENLIST, a project conducted for the U.S. Army
Research Office of the Department of the Army. The principal objectives of the study
were (a) to determine the structure of reasons that lead to the enlistment decision, and
(b) to isolate factors that lead some initial Army applicants to enlist.in one of the other
Services instead of the Army.

This study involved the analysis and interpretation of data from an existing survey
basedata from a sample of FY72 enlisted accessions, that had been collected for the
Department of Defense at regular intervals at selected Armed Forces Entrance and
Examination Stations (AFEES). Multivariate statistical analyses were performed on thedata.

The research was prJrformed by HumRRO Division No. 7 (Social Science),
Alexandria, Virginia. Dr. Arthur J. Hoehn was Director of this Division at the time; Dr.
Robert G. _Smith, Jr is currently Director. Dr. Allan H. Fisher, Jr. was the Work Unit
Leader and formulated the research problems. Data analyses weie designed and executed
by Dr. Joel M. Reaser. The literature review and research assistance activities were
performed by Ms. Margi A. Harford and Mr. John A. Richards.

Special aclmowledgement is due to BG Harold D. Yow and LTC Joe R. Dickerson
of the U.S. Army RecruiEng Command (USAREC). Guidance in substantive aspects of
the research design was provided by CPT Donald R. Carfagna and SPEC/5 Donald
Lombardi (USAREC). The technical monitor for the project was Jacob L. Barber, Jr.,
Army Research Office (ARO).

HumRRO research for the Department of ,the Army under Work Unit RECRUIT
was performed under Army Contract DAHC 19-73-C-0004. Army Training Research is
conducted under Army Project 2Q062107A745.

Meredith P. Crawford
President

Human Resources Research Organization



PROBLEM

In an all-volunteer military force environment, increased competition for qualified
individuals makes it necessary to develop optimal, strategies for advertising and recruit-
ment. In particular, it is essential to design and package reasons for enlistment that will
attract each segment of the target audience. As a second aspect of an optimal recruitment
effort, it is desirable to identify demographic characteristics and other factors that may
influence the ultimate branch-of-Service decision of youth who apply to the various
Armed Services for enlistment.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

There are two major objectives of this research:
(1) To identify the classification of reasons given for enlisting in the Army.
(2) To identify factors (positive and negative) that are involved in enlistment

into the Army or in the selection of another Service.
The scope of the research encompasses the requirement to perform analyses on

existing survey information as reported by Army enlistees, in order to obtain a more
extensive and sophisticated understanding of their motives for enlistment. Additional
requirements involve analyses of the implications of the advertising and recruiting strat-
egies of the Armed Services, as determined from existing enlistee survey data, and a
comparison of Army recruiting strategies and experience with that of the other Services.

RESEARCH APPROACH

Items analyzed included sample survey/data on the importance of 12 reasons for
enlisting, the servic.e first contacted while considering military service, the service in
which the individual eventually enlisted, and selected demographic data.

For the first research objective, multivariate statistical analyses (factor analysis,
hierarchical cluster malysis) were used to classify the 12 reasons for enlistment for the
samples of FY72 Army enlistees. For the second objective, other techniques (multiple
regression, automatic intr!raction detection) were applied to data .from samples of FY72
enlistees to each Service obtained at Armed Forces Entrance and Examination Stations
(AFEES). These analyses were done to identify the factors most highly associated with a
potential recruit's ultimate enlistment in the Army versus enlistment in another Service.
A review of the literature was performed in support of the two major research activities.

Research was performed in a "draft environment," therefore the findings with respect
to factors affecting seleCtions of service may not be wholly applicable in the draft-free
environment of an All Volunteer Armed Force.

RESULTS

Review of the literature from 1949 to 1972 showed that the most frequently endorsed
reason for enlistment was the opportunity for advanced education and training. For Army
enlistees in FY72, the most frequently endorsed reasons were the acquisition of a trade or
skill that would be valuable in civilian life and the opportunity for advanced education and
trainin g.
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Classification of Reasons for Enlistment

The four-way classification of reasons for enlistment, which was generated using the
factor analysis and hierarchical cluster analysis techniques, included:

(1) Enlistment for vocational development (civilian or military skills), with the
emphasis on opportunities for advanced education and training and the acquisition of atrade or skill.

(2) Enlistment in the Service of one's choice (Army) and at the time of one's
choice.

(3) Enlistment for individual development and change, with the emphasis on
increased maturity and self-reliance obtained by exposure to travel, excitement. and new
experiences.

(4) Enlistment to obtain military personnel benefits (including pay) and to
qualify for the GA. Bill.

Clusters 1 and 3 represent some form of developmental motivation on the part of
the Army enlistee. The two clusters overlap slightly, but they are sufficiently independent
to make it important to distinguish between them. Endorsement of the reasons in
Cluster 1. represents enlistment to learn or develop a job skill, while Cluster 3 represents
enlistment for development as a person. Cluster 2 suggests that some recruits prefer the
convenience of enlisting when they want to, as opposed to a delayed enlistmentthis is,
in part, a function of draft-motivated enlistment. The first three clusters include the
reasons for enlistment most frequently endorsed as strong influences in enlistment by
Army enlistees. Cluster 4 includes enlistment to obtain the benefits of the G.I. Bill and
other personnel benefits such as pay and medical ef're.

The same general classification was found in applying each statistical technique to
data for Army enlistees in both the first half of FY72 and the second half of FY72.

Identification of Factors Affecting Selection of Service

Analyses using linear multiple regression and the automatic interaction detection
(AID) techniques yielded similar results in terms of factors identified as operative in the
disposition of initial applicants for enlistment. ,

For initial applicants to the Army who subsequently enlisted in either the Army or
another Service, the major factors influencing Army enlistment were educational level and
race. The Army was more likely to enlist applicants who were high schooi graduates (or
above) and to enlist White applicants. An interaction effect was found in which White
high school graduates were more likely to be enlisted into the Army (91%) than were
non-White non-high school graduates (821,-;-).

Analyses of the disposition of initial applicants to the other Services showed that
the major factor operative for Navy enlistment was educational level. Aptitude (AFQT)
and age were the most important factors in the disposition of initial, applicants to the
Marine Corps or to the Air Force. An interaction of age and aptitude (AFQT) also was
noted in the disposition of initial applicants to the Air Force and to the Marine corps.
Race was also a factor in the disposition of Air Force applicants.

Qualified Army applicants who were lost to the other Services tended to be older
and tended to have had formal training in a track school. In general, they endorsed the
opportunity for advanced education and training as a strong influence in enlistment at a
higher rate than did Army applicants who were successfully enlisted into the Army:
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Additional analyses indicated that the Army acquired a larr number of enlistees
from the pool of initial applicants to the other Armed Services ("gains"), relative to the
quantity of initial Army applicants lost or rejected by the Army but subsequently
enlisted by one of the other Services. The relative quality (education, aptitude) of
-gains" also was found to be superior to the quality of Army applicant "losses."

However, the quality (education, aptitude) of initial Army applicants was far
superior to the quality of "gains" from the pool of initial applicants to the other
Services.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) The analyses suggest that the major emphasis in Army advertising should be in
the areas of training and educational opportunities. One or more of the four major
clusterc of specific reasons for enlistment could be used as a base for independent
advertising appeals designed to motivate young men to enlist in the Army.

(2) Emphasis on the opportunity for advanced oducation and training might be used
by the Army both to improve the rate of enlistment of qualified Army applicants now
lost to the other Services, and to attract men who were initial applicants to one of the
other Services.

(3) Because the quality of initial Army applicants is superior to the quality of
"gains" from the pool of initial applicants to the other Services, an effort should be
made to expand the pool of initial Army applicants.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the Second World War, the Army has been a primary recipient of manpower
through the Selective Service System. Manpower requirements not met by recruiting
efforts have been met by using the draft. With the terminatiOn of the draft inJanuary 1973, the Army and other military services stand to suffer a great loss from the
resulting dimunition of readily available, high quality manpower. An indirect effect of the
draft on recruitment also merits mention. Not only are there no more inductees, but there
are no more draft-motivated enlistees to the-Army or the other Armed Forces.'

In the face of the increased con:ipetition for accessions presented by the advent of
the all-volunteer force, it is essential that the Army derive a high level of effectiveness
from its advertising and recruiting efforts. Two research activities will contribute toward
attainment of this goal. First, the complex structure of reasons and factors that lead to
the enlistment decision must be deten a-led, as a basis for developing improved adver-
tising themes and recruiting strategies. Second, it is important to isolate factors that
predispose Army applicants to enlist in one of the other Services instead of the Army.
Such research may lead to improving the recruiting success ratethat is, the ratio of the
number of enlistments to the total number of qualified initial applicants. These two
research problems are addressed in this report.

In October 1970, the Department of Defense initiated procedures for collecting
trend data on enlistment motivation (including draft motivation) among Armed Forees
enlisted accessions. Survey data were collected through the mechanism of an anonymous
questionnaire administered every other week at approximately onethird of. the Armed
*Forces Entrance and Examination Station§ (AFEF,S) nationwide. While analytic studies
based upon these data have been conducted in the past,' these analyses we're typically
concerned with combined Service data generated in an historic draft environment
potentially quite different from the all-volunteer force environment. In contrast, the data
described in this report were based upon more recent AFEES data (June 71 June 72), and
focused principally on Army enlistees.

..Multivariate sta6istical analyses were used to explore the structure of enlistment
. motivation among recent Army enlistees. Additional analyses were performed to deter-

mine why some individuals who initially applied to the Army for enlistment subsequently
enlisted in another branch of the' Armed Services (a phenomenon termed "cross-
elasticity-). The research literature on the tonics of enlistment motivation and cross-
elasticity 1/..as reviewed in support of the statistical analyses performed in this project.

SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE AND FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

ALL-VOLUNTEER FORCE AND MANPOWER SUPPLY

In January 1973, the United States military services converted frOm a conscription
system to a military service that will rely upon the enlistment of volunteers. The United
States began moving toward .the establishment t)... ai:all-volunteer military service in early

I Researeh, was .perfortned 1.n a "draft environment. therefore the rindings with respect to factors
affecting selections of service may not be wholly applicable in the draft-free em.tironment in an All-
Volunteer Armed Force.

2Studies on trends in enlistment motivation conducted by Ail. Fisher, Jr., HumRRO Divishin
No. 7, for the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (M,1e4RA), 1972.
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1969 with the formation of the Gates Commission, which was established to assess the
advisability and feasibility of this type of military operation. Since that time, muchresearch has been done on the .potential effects of an .all-volunteer military serVice, Thisresearch has addressed the problems of obtaining a sufficient quantity of accessions(Altman and Fechter, 1; Bennett et al., 2), the effects of the all-volunteer force on thequality of accessions (Snyder, 3; Bialek and McNeil, and the related problem of
manpoWer retention in the Arrro-1 Force,: -nyder, 3). While.a majority of these studiesdealt with both recruitmeW ileavy emphasis has been placed upon the
retention problem.

In spite of a reduct 1. .Le regular military forces occasio thecessation of military act. oast Asia, there is a substantial, recur, nualrequirement for 600,000 to iuu,000 accessions in the enlisted ranks. To'illustrate themagnitude of the recruiting problem, it was estimated in May 1972 that, there were-
approximately 3,525,000 available,and qualified potential male,. applicants for military
service,3 implying that one out of every five or.six of these youths must.be recruited to
accommodate the requirements of the four Services.,Former Secretary of Defense Melvin
Laird; in announcing the feasibility- of suspension of the draft 'for 'tha Active 'Force in
January 1973, emphasized the continuing need for Congressional legislation to foster the
deyelopment of appropriate incentive programs that would aid in maintaining necessary
manpower levels for the Reserve and the National Guard.The Reserve has typically been
aided in.,recruitment by the effects of the draft.

In addition, recent studies conducted by .the Air Force (Vitola and Alley, 5.; Vilola
and Valentine, 6) indicate tha enlistees in an all-volunteer force environment may be oflower aptitude and educational level than the enlistee population that includes dratipmotivated mien. This conclusion is supported by DoD findings that draft-motivated
enlistees possessed . superior aPtitude and edueatibn cbmpared .,to "true, volunteers.'Deficits of qualified personnel may be especially strong in staffing military occupational
specialties that require personnel with above average aptitude. A case in point is thedifficulty eneountered by the Navy in FY72 in recruiting men .-for nucleat' submarine
duty (Steinhauser, 7).

In Order to counterbalance the predicted decrease in number of qualifiedpersonnel,improved recruiting prograMs involving the skillful use of incentives and the exploitationof existing motivations to enlist must he developed to increase" the willingness of youthto join the Armed Servicesc. In supporteof this goal, one of the major objectives of thecurrent research is to identify a classification of reasons for enlistmefit Asa! f011owing
section, Reasons for Enlistment). This clasification will be of value,in developing a seriesof appeals designecrto attract young men to enlist in.the Army.

In order to develop an effective recruitment strategy in the competition ,for
-accessioris, factors involved in the choice of Service must also be identified. The other
objective of the current research is to provide knowledge' on factors involved in the final

'branch of Service decision by applicants for enlistment (see section, Disposition ofApplicants, p. 10).

3Memorandum from Miy David L. Stanley, Chief, Data Support Services, Departm'ent of Defense.
Office of the Assistant, Secretary 'of Defense (M&RA), .24 May 1972. The estimtkte was based .on the'
amumption that although there_"were 7,236,000 men in 4he 18- t6 21-year group, some 2,900,0110 were_
ineligible because they were ih school, and 30 `,;, of the remainder were unfit for military service, leaving
a base of 3,525,000.

4.An Informal .report to DoD on enlistment mo.tivation,' by A,fl. Fisher, Jr: and G.4. Ilartzler,
IlumRRO Division No. 7, in 1971. ,
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REASONS FOR ENLISTMENT

One major objective of this project was to identify a classification (structure) of
reasons for enlistment in the military service as given by Army,enlistees. The specific
research task involved a multivariatd analysis'of data on the endorsement. of reasons for
enlistment by samples of Army ;enlistees. The" goal was to identify basic reasons for
enlistment that might be.used to package" appeals to civilian youth.

As a supportive .effort, 'an extensive literature review was conducted to identify the
extent to which previous studies of the patterns (structure) of reasons for enlistment had
been performed. This review was ' ,ne t ,Ite an historic perspective on extent of
endorsement of the' various reason, ov, 25 years, and also to trace the develop-
thent of some basic categories-of reasons h nlistrnent that were used in later studie'§.

Development of Basic Categories of Enlistment Motivation
,

In 1949, the Armed Forces Information and Education Division (AF I&E) p`Osed the-.
'following open-ended question to:approkimately,1,600 Army enlistees: "Tell in your own
words, all the reasons you had for enlisting in the Army."'-' This question.,was designed to
elicit a comprehensive.list of reasOns for enlistment as stated in the words.Of the enlistee.
The men were then aSked to indicate 'which one:of these reasons had influenced their
enlistment decision the most (most important reason). AF I&E classified these responses
into 10 majdr categories of reasons for enlistment in the Army-(AF 8). (In another
1949 effort, AP I&E repeated the study on a sample of Air Force enlistees, and
generated ten major categories of reasons for enlistment, 9.) It is instructive to 'review this
initial classification. Many of the same "reasons" were used in subsequent surveys, and
many are employed in the data analyzed in this study. The 10 reasons from the AF I&E
research appear in Table I.

Table 1

AF I&E Categories of Reasons for Enlistment

Niumber Reason

Threat of forced service
2 ,Opportunity for vocational education and experience
3 Present financial considerations
4 . Travel, adventure, new experiences
5 Escape from some uncomfortable civilian situation

6 Patrioti.c reasons
7 Need for self-discipline
8 Security of Army life
9 Military tradition in family

10 Miscellaneous classification

5 An eaylier study vonducted by AF INA!: posed a similar questionto 1,600 Army enlisted personnel
to determine why they enlisted in the Regular Army ( I 919). No data are presented on this stmiple because
a majority of these men had previous Service experience during World War II, hence their response:4
were not directly comparable with the results obtained from samples or accessiwis in ti u r ve ys that are
cited in Table 2.

1,1 5



Review of Research on Enlistment Motivation
, .Numerous studies of enlistment- motivation have been conductecTe-ov-e-rthe past

-25 years, in addition to the research performed to-develop major categories of reasons for
enlistment. For example, in 1949 approximately 1,600 Army enlistees were asked to
indicate the importance of 65 separate structured reasons in relation to their enlistment
decision (8). Their endorsements of some of the 65 reasons (including certain of the 10
reasons in Table 1) appear in column 1 of Table 2. For 'the 1949 Army survey, the reason
to which most influence was attributed was the opportunity for adVanced
education (31%).

The most recently reported survey of Army personnel was undertaken by Research
Analysis Corporatio,i (Rae, 10). Personnel in various pay grade categories were asked to
select the three mportant reasons for enlistment from among a structured list of
10 reasons. P column 2 of Table 2 for the sample of E1-E3- personnel.
The followin, -aso re selected as most influential: (a).to learn a trade or skill
valuable in cik 1_9%), (b)'the opportunity for advanced education (18%), and
(c) to serve my country (17%). Less influence was attributed to enlistment for increased
maturity (13%), or for travel and new experiences (11%).

A related series of studies include eValuations of the Modern Volunteer Army
(MVA/VOLAR) program conducted by the Systems -Development Corporation (11) and
'by HumRRO-(Goffard et cu., 12; 13; Taylor and -Vineberg, 14).. Respondents participating
in the HumRRO VOLAR surveys were asked, to indicate which a 57 separate checklist
items were (a) most important to theM, and (b) most likely to.be available in -the Army.
(See for example, Taylor and Vineberg, 141 One item 'frequently endorsed as both
important and available was. "being able to get good medical and dental -services," a
personnel-benefits item. Other items judged most important centered on 'work and
personal treatment. Work-related items included ,"doing interesting and satisfying work,"
"being sure I'll be able to earn a living," and "having a chance to plan my own future;"
personal treatment items included "getting fair treatment, on the job," "being treated
with. Jespect," and -"being treated like a responsible person." Privacy was also s!ited. Items
judged most available in the Army included educational opportunities., respea for
superiors; and service to one's. country. Other factors cited centered on social matters,
suCh as the chance to make friends and to play sports (Taylor and Vineberg 14,
pp-37-40),

In the -Systems Development Corporation- study, it was determined that actions
having the greatest overall effect on both attitudes and retention were in the areas of
civilian hire (for KP), job assignment, opportunities for growth and experience, health
care, and pay and benefits (11, p. 10). .

The U.S. Navy has conducted ,an extensive 'research prbgram investigating enlistment
incentives. For example, sample's of enfisted men were surveyed by the Naval Bureau of
Personnel in 1967, 1968, and 1969, to determine the relative impact of personal .contacts
(family, friends, and acquaintances) personal 'reasons, 'and Navy publicity as influencing
factors on enlistment decisions (Dupuy and -Deimel, 15; Deimel and Blakelock, 16;
Muldrow, 17). ReSults for the 1967 and 1968 surveys are repbrted in columns 3. and:4 of
Table 2. Enlistees were asked to indicate the degree of influence that- each of 12 reasOns
exerted on their enlistment decision. In both surveys, the reason cited most iften was the
,opportu nity-for..adva need.' ,edu Th is-reason-was-endorsed --b-y-9r14-..-of
the 1967 survey, and 85% in the 1968 survey. In general, the majority of the' samples
attributed influence to most of the nine reasons appearing in Table 2. In reporting result.s
of the 1969 version of the survey, Muldrow ( 7) indicated that the Swo most frequently

'cited reasons for Navy enlistment were the opportunity to obtain technical
training (86%), and the desire to travel (82%).
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Table 2

Summary of Reasons for Enlistment, Over Time
(Percent)

Reasons for Enlistment

Army Navy Air Force

AF I&Ea
1949 Survey
(N=1,5841

IRACb E1-E3
1972 Survey

(N=992)

BUPE RSe
1967 Survey
(N=2,618)

BUPERSC
1868 Survey
(N=2,926)

NPRDLd

1972 Survey
(N=6,795)

AF I&Ee
1949 Survey

(N=709)

Learn a trade or skill valuable
in civilian life NA 19 NA NA NA NA

Opportunity for advanced
educatinn . 31 18 94 85. 39 47

n ,iing NA NA NA NA 58 NA
. h., ,,..i: of

Service NA NA NA NA ,NA 'NA

For travel, excitement, and new
expe.riences 12 11 91 81 40 12

To serve at the time of my choice NA NA 84 77 NA NA
For increased maturity and self-

reliance 3 13 70 58 NA 4
To serve my country 4 patriotism) 4 17 89 79 32 1

Military career opportunities NA 5 51 41 16 NA
Navy career NA NA 60 48 27 NA
The overall benefits: pay, room

& board', medical care, and
training 19 NA NA NA 12

F etirement benefits 2 NA NA NA 2

T , 7 -Jalify for the G.I. Bil NA NA NA NA NA
ioid the draft 10 NA 29 30 7

- :ave personal problems
z-- ind 8 NA 20 NA 10

,- __ther reasons forenlistment 11 17 5

Total Percent 100 100': 100

aCriterionLQuestion: Tell in ycur own words all reasons you had for enlisting in the Army. Which one was the most
important reason why you enlisted? (10 categories of reasOr;s for enlistment were developed from theseopen ended
responses.) ($)

b
Criterion Question:Select the three most important items from the list whicp influenced your.decision to enter the

Arny. (List of 10 reasons.) (10)
cCriterion Question: Wi- it influence did each of the following (reason,, have on your decision to join the Navy?

(List c 12 reasons.) (15., 15)
d

C---_erion. Question: Did (one Of 11 reasons for joining the Navy) ha.re 'nythinc to do with making up your mind to
.ne-Navy? (Percent responding 'es, a lot.") (18)

ng,tn .the,Air-E-orceWhich.,ode.was4he_.-
portant reason why You enlistvd? (1.0 categories of reasons for enh ment were developed from these open
-sponses,) (9)
.A = not asked

1 6
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In the early 1970s, the Naval Personnel Research and Development Laboratory
(NPRDL) initiated a longitudinal research project (PRINCE). The objective of the project
was to "examine Navy incentives, policies and procedures, pre-Service and Service exper-iences, duty assignments, satisfaction, social influence and expectations as they affect the
reenlistment intentions and career decisions of Navy men during their first enlistment"
(Katz and Schneider, 18, p. ii). Preliminary results from the first sample are reported incolumn 5 of Table 2. The reason for selecting the Navy that was most frelquently
endorsed was the opportunity for technical training (58%), as reported by Katz (19).

As noted previously, AF I&E conducted a survey of reasons for enlistment on a
sample of Air Force enlistees (AF I&E, 9). The reason for enlistment most frequently
endorsed was the opportunity for advanced education (47%) (Column 6 of Table 2).

Research studies on enlistment motivation have also been conducted by the Air
Force Human Resources Laboratory (HAL) (Mullins et al., 20, 21; Valentine and
Vitola, 22; Vitola and Valentine, 23). Questionnaire items in these studies are not directly
comparable to those ii I in the present research. Individuals in Each of four Air Force
surveys responcleC ,nost positively to reasons that could be claSsified as "personal
incentives" (e.g., ''1 felt I could learn more in the Air Force"). This response appears to
be similar to the reason, "opportunity for advanced education" as used in surveys by the
other Services. Other reasons frequently endorsed in the HRL.reSearch suggest "enlisting
in my choice of Service," another major category used in the research by the other
Services.

This historic review of the literature indicated that the "opportunity for advanced
education ,Ind training" was the most frequently endorsed reason for enlistment in eachof thc ' Jed - ;er, other reasons were also freqUently endorsed by
enlistec nd difficult to perform a definitive inter-Service comparison of reasons
given :-II;s-,tlyiht because of the differences in the times when the studies wereconduc-,- Allf the methodology employed.. The need for a comn research pro-
cedure it o enlistees for each Service is indicated by the difficulty in drawing
general ms deriving from variations in r 'search instruments.

The Armed i"-:;s Entrance and
Examinat'3171 S Rtijns (AFEES) Survey

Pethat: thi, most ambitious survey research study .of enlistment motivation is th:'
AFEES ,,zz:rvey ,..aciertakeri by the Department of Defense in -Oetober 1970 and analyzedby Hur PRO.' 7he AFEES Survey involves a continuing program of cross-sectional
sample :r.,:eys.- --his research strategy permits development and accumulation of dat.I.
over Or on the reasons for enlistment endorsed by enlistees at accession.

As p,,.,rspe( Live on the current study, it is instructive 1,o review the extent
influence acc..!crcled each of the 12 reasons for .EnFstrnent that are analyz2d in the current
study. 1 -0. data were obtained over fr-- 2,riod of 'April 1971 tc, April 1972.

Ta} v 3 .tes the percent who state th a particular reason ev-rted a strong
influe nc decision Co enlist. Data are base upon responses for combined .samplesof mal, _sl.ayy, Marine Corps, and Air ifce enlistees. There is considerable
variatior ercent endorsing each reason as n influence ih the decision tO
While ft attributed strong influence to tc acquisition of a trade or skill (63%)and to t. T unity for advanced education (5H'::,), very..few .enlistees .«ndorsed draft

-061(U-ice Pic r1s ).

6 InfOr 7,1 I 1-.11,-. .; to DoD on ,inistment motivation by 11.1-1. Fisher, Jr. and G.J. Hart...tier, and on
selected inter. ody .iyses by A.H. Fisher, Jr. and L. Oberlander.

7 These rye , were initiated by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (M&RA) to
determine re:t, .1 -nlistment in the military services as reported by current enlistees.
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Table 3

Percent Attributing Strong Influence to
Each Reason for Enlistment'

(Base: AFEES Survey Total Sample,
April 1971 to April 1972)

Reason Percent

Learn a trade or skill valuable in
civilian life 62.9

Opportunity for advanced education
and training 59.0

To enlist in my choice of service 54.5
For travel, excitement, and new.

experiences 44.0

To serve at the time of my choice 42.4
For increased maturity and self-
reliance 41.8

To serve my country (patriotism) 40.7
Military career opportunities 40.2

The overall benefits:.pay, room and
ooa-d, medical care, and training 29.6

To qualify for the G.l. Bill 26.7 -
To avoid the draft 21.3
To leave personal problems behind me 10.8

di nformal report to Department of Defense by A.H.
Fisher, Jr., on trends in enlistment motivation.

The total study data` in Table 3 do not show the substantial -differences in enlist-...,
ment motivation between Services, for example, the endorsement of maturity and
patriotism by Marine Corps enlistees, and of the opporttmity for advanced education or
trade/skill acquisition by Navy and Air Force enlistees. However, the present report dOes
give FY72 data on the endorsement of reasons for enlistment among Army enlistees.

Data in Table 3 also do, not address the basic question. pose4 in this :3tudY: What are
the patterns of interrelationships involved in the endorsement of these 12 reasons? For
example, do the same men who endorse trade/skill acquisition as an influence in.-
enlistment also tend to endorse the oppOrtunity for advanced education as a reason for
enlistment? And do the same recruits also attribute enlistment influence to "patriotism"?
The present .study is designed to provide answers to questions of this nature.'

Data analses conducted to identify a classification of reasoris for enlistment could
have been performed on data for the total FY72 sample of accessions (or on data for all
Army FY72 enlistees), were it not for, certain dynamic changes ocCurring in the enlist-
ment milieu during FY72. FiW,. the military compensation ;for enlisted men was

y4hrough-F.Y.72,-..anciit-was-4elt-that.
alter t1-.e structure of reasons for enlistment.. Second, endorsement of certain reasons

Analogous research has been performed to identify commoP factors itivolved in the decision to
apply for officer. training by enrollees in OCS; by A.l{. Fisher, Jr., HumRRO Division 7, March 1972.
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differed considerably over time"draft-avoidance" declined in endorsement, while "per-
sonnel benefits (including pay)" increased. Figure 1 presents the trends over the period ofApril 1971 to April 1972.

Trends in Selected for Enlistment (Strong Influences),
Total AFEES Sample

40

30

10

Ar'

r
r

21,--ik Avoid the draft

Personnel benefits (Pay, etc.)

I 1 I I i 1 1 1Apr 26 May 24 Ju: 21 Jul 19 Aug 16 Sep 13 Oct.11 Nov 8 Dec 6 Jan 3
May 10 Jun 7 Jul 5 Aug 2 Aug 30 Sep 27 Oct 25 Nov 22 Dec 20 Jan 17

Jan 31 Feb 28 Mar 27
Feb 14 Mar 13 Apr 10

. 1971 >1<-- 1972
Weeks of Administration for the AFEES Survey

Figure 1

For these reason.. the decision was made to perform separate analyses of the
Structure of reasons for enlistment on samples of Army enlistees from the first half of
FY72 and the second half of FY72. Given separate results for the two time periods, it
would be possible to compare and contrast. the structure of reasons for enlistment for
Army enlistees during these periods. This comparison wouk_ indicate whether the current
(higher) pay/reduced draft environmenVattracted Army enlistees whose structure of
reasons for enlistment differed from those of Army enlistees who entered the Service
under the conditions of lower pay and higher draft levels.

This analysis, employing multivariate statistical techniques, would extend the level of
sophistication in the use of the AFEES survey data. Specifically, instead of reporting
only percentage endorsement of each reason, the current study identifies a classification
of reasons for -alisting in the Army. This classification _ncludes a factor structure of
reasons for enlistment, as generated hy factor analsis. It .adso includes a cluster pattern
nf reasons for enlistment, as generated through hierarchical ,:luster analysis.

DISPOSITION OF APPLICANTS

The second major objective of this project was to identify factors involved in the
final branch of Service decision. This ,Dbjective encompasses the fact that a certain
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percentage of the Army's initial applicants for enlistment do not enlist in the Army.
Instead, they may enlist in another branch of the Armed Services. (Conversely, the:Army.
enlists some recruits ,who initially apply to the other Services.) Since little quantitative
information- is available about the factors that are associated with the final branch of
Service decision, the present study attempts to identify demographic correlates and other
factors associated with this phenomenon. Previous research that defineS the phenomenon
was reviewed, and results are presented to indicate the relative extent .to which each
Service succeeded in enlisting men who first applied to that Service.: Selected results that
identify first-order correlates of this phenomenon are also reviewed. This researH apt°.
to the general problem of cross-elasticity'' (i.e., the ext 1 potential e!,pf,tees to
a Service are attracted to another Service u.1 i ii the Service to which
they first apply).

Backvound of the Problem

Kubala and Christensen (24) identified cross-elasticity as a recruitment problem as
early as 1965. In a study on factors influencing the choice of enlistment options among
Army enlistees, these ref...archers classified those potential recruits who did not enlist into
three categories:

(1) Men who --ere ineligible for their chosen Service option.
(2) Men who H4ected an -option that was not available.
(3) Men who declined enlistment for other reasons.

Anecdotal information .nggested that those who declined enlistment for an unspecified
n!ason enlisted in anothc- branch of Service or decided to wait and be drafted.

However, few rese rcHers have done more than to draw, attention to the cross-
elasticity lthcoomenon n.. see Friedman, 25, p. 1'1), No systematic research bas been
undertaken to assess ti pr,-)blern of why certain Services lose potential enlistees to other
Si.1-v1ces, or why these )t her Services are able to attract recruits away from the Services
to which they initially dy. Fisher" has investigated cross-elasticity in terms of
apparent selectivity (e.g., rei etion of initial applicants powssing less education and lower
A FQT scores).

Two Objectives in Recruitm,-nt

The recruiting problen can be viewed in terms of the relative success with whieb
each branch ol the Arnwd Services accomplishes two objectives: (a) Initially attracts men
who wish to serve in that n4rticular branch of Service and enlists these applicants, and

I)) enlists men initially attracted to other Services who \yore nbt enlisted by'these
Services. Historically, much of the effort in advertising and recruitment has been diret:ted
toward achievement of the initial objective:

The present study ii concerned with the attainment of the initial objective in two
ways: (a) the .developawnt of packaged tippeals (reasons for enlistment) that can be used
to increas the -pool_of men initially attracted to the Army: and ( b) the.identification of
factors a..f-ficiated with the disposition of Army applicants, that is, factors that may be
ex:,i(iite:: to increase the rate of enliStment of- initial applicants. Multivariate analyses
wcre perf-ff rmed to identify factors -associated with the enlistment of applicants by the
Army and the other Armed Services, in order_to- provide information that would-assist

-rm was first ritiphiyed by LISAU researchers to describe one ot the potential effect:: or
m.1,1 ive .4inent bonuses oh Ow decision of youth regardinv branch or Service (Personal communica-
tion from -V Karris tu Dr. llan 11,, Fisher, Jr. fo IfilmItItO,.lum 1972).

"Ito, 'eh on trends in cull,dment motivation by Ail. Fisher, Jr., I lurn RRO Di,kioii 7, ii 1972.
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the Services in increasing their rates of enlistment of qualified applicants. This goal isconsistent with the- "mark.eting concept" of "selling", a high percentage of the potentialustomers attracted through advertising or motivated by other influences.
The present study also addresses the second objective ich branch of t ho AY'Service achieved its quotas by attracting sufficient appli and enlis a suffi,percentage of only these applicants, 'surnably there yvo,in iTi tinitial appheants of the ' s:\,' '-,erc not onlisteu ie. those Ser',Ices. and nointerest in studying this phenomenon. However, whenever a Service fails to meet itsrecruiting quota directly, it may he necessary to determine whether the remaining quotacan he met by enlisting men initially attracted n di other Services who are not, forsome reason, enlisted by those Services. In this ea. information useful in tecruiting suchapplicants becomes highly relie.ant. For example. f one Service is highly Selective in itspolicy Of enlistment, it may o appli..ants wh would prove excellent candidates forenlistment in another Service. active attempt Lo enlist such ,applicants would appear .to he a promising strategy.' The offering of enlistment bonuses on a selective,

by-Service basis is another potential strategy that might be used to attract men who hadnot enlisted in other Serviees. as is the offering of attractive enlistment options notoffered by other Services (e.g., shorter enlistments
To the extent that a Service attempts (a) to enlist a very high percent, of its initiala)plicants, and/or (b) to enlistapplicants who first contacted another Service., the Serviceis involved in using cross-elasticity. This research explores both problems: Since most

enlistees are men who first apply to a particidar service, a successfdl program of
attracting and enlisting initial applicants is essential. However, the success with which aService also enlists men initially attracted to the other Services may well determinewhether the Service fills its recruiting quota. The latter concern: acquires particular
importance when the pool of applicants is limited in relatiOn to the total recruiting quotaof all the Armed Services. In such a case. the Services must compete with one another
for available manpower, and the enlistment of men rejected by (or not disposed to enlistin) other Services may he an enlightened strategy for recruitment.

Service Effectiveness in Enlisting Own Applicants

One method of viewing the comr tition for enlisted 'manpower is to formulate therecruitMg problem in terms of the,primary objective, that is, the extent:to which each
Service successfully enlists those Men who initially apply to that Service for enlistment.Another term for this phenomenon is the conversion process (Friedman, 25).

In the most general terms, the "applicant pool" would include all male civilianyouth who apply to each Service in a particular period of time (e.g., in one month).Some of 'these men would eventually enlist, while others might decide not to enter theArmed Services by enlistment.' However, in this project, available data permit theanalysis of the disposition of only one subset of menthose who apply to each Serviceand who also enlist in one of ,the Services. This subset of all applicants may be termed
"serious qualified applicants," since they, in fact, were subsequently enlisted in one ofthe Armed Services.' 3 This also means that they were qualified for enlistment in at leastone Service.

Th,! itpplication of this stratt-4y preson; ,hly he (n a ective eas, I) policyemphasizes moperal ion between tit, sev,ral Armed 1, the :ttitt- Hie,il..,(11 !ley <tuottis. for.recruitsOtherpossIbtr'etfitibnwit.;,,l(11 rest Arch involve a :tation with the ReservONational
delayed cult thv L'fficr, I"niP"li. !It lollovving the t. opletion ii ROTC programs, oroth, off -ainans ruuthia fficer progriiins; or delayed enlist, or officer service after attendingcoliege or lumor college,

I 3 Excluded from the data h;,- ,mluelees suen \vim appL. the Armed Services but donot
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Researc I at two points in detern 'xtent to which
each Service tialified serious ar who first aaempted to enlist in
each respectk e S m 'yses were perru!ined for men who ntered the Armed
Services in (a) October anu November 1970, ald (h) September 1971 through January
1972approximately one year later.'4 Table 4 indicates the percent of men each Service
enJisted from its respective pool of serious applicants, at each point in time.

Results provide an historic background on the problem of enlisting the "qualified
serious applicant." The data on these serious 3paleants may be read as follows: of all
those men who first applied to one Service in one time period; X% were enlisted. 'For
example, of all the men who first ,applied to the Army in October-November 1970, 94%of the initial serious applicants were enlisted (converted) by the Army, While the
remaining 6% enlisted in one of the other Armed Services.

Table 4

Percent of Initial Serious Applicants
Enlisted by Each Service

(Base: AFEES Survey of Enlisted Men)

Service
.

October-
November 1970

.:N=6,877)

September 1971-
January 1972

.174)

Army 94 92
Navy 71 80
Marine Corps 74 84
Air Forr.e 93 sa

,In each time period, the Army and the Air Force tended to enlist a higher
percentage of their initial applicant's than did the Navy or the Marine Corps. The
differences between Services were not as pronounced in September 1971-January 1972 as
they were in the previous year. Nonetheless, Navy and Mx2:irie Corps rates still lagged
behind Army and Air Force rates of enlisting their own applicants. These results address
the initial recruitment objective as posited: the attraction aqd enlistment of one's own
applicants.

The implications of the previous findings achieve importane:e when considered in the
context of the attempts by each Service to achieve their respect -^ recruitment quotas. In
the October-November 1970 Period, the Navy achieved Li -,ta in spite of high
selectivityonly 71% of initi.. Navy applicant:: e.:iisted in th,. , while 29% of initial
Navy applicants subsequen:-., enlisted in another Service)5 However, in the more recent
period of September 1971-January 1972, the Navy failed to achieve its recruitment

I 4 Analyses were performed at the request of Mr. Fre .derick W. Suffa (OASD NI&R.A). in attempt to.-. . ,., ... . , . -- .explore possible reasons for the recruitment problem faced by the U.S. Navy in F--.72.
15Indeed. the Navy reportedly had a substantial "delay pool" of enlistees awaiting entry during

this period. Thus, based upon selection ratio, the Navy could afford to emplo: a policy of extreme
selectivity. Personal communication, Mr. Frederick V- . Su; (OASD, M&RA). Apri; 1972.
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objectives,' although .in this period the Navy enlisted 80% of its initial applicants, while
20% were subsequently enlisted in another Service.' .7

Review of the data from the previous analyses raised the basic question of which
Services were able to attract initial applicants from the other Services, that is, to meet
the second objective for recruiting. To answer this question, the complete "transition
matrix" that indicated the disposition of initial applicants was obtained. The matrix in
Table 5 illustrates the extent to which applicants for each, Service were enlisted in
another Service.

Table 5

Disposition of initial Applicants for Enlistment
(Base: AFEES Sample Survey Data for FY72)

Service
Initially
Applied

Service in Which Enlisted

TotalArmy Navy Marine Corps Air Force
To 1%) (%) (%) . (%) Percent

Army 91 3 4 2 100
Navy 12 79 5 5 101a
Marine
Corps. 9 3 86 2 100

Air Force 7 4 3 86 100

aE xceeds 100% because of rounding.

The extent to which the Army was successful in enlisting initial Navy applicants
(12%) is particularly noteworthy. This is the largest off-diagonal percentage as well as the
largest off-diagcnal numeric value in this matrix.' s Also important are the relatively high
percentages of both initial Marine Corps applicants (9%) and initial Air Force applicants
(7%) enlisted by the Army in this period, The Ariny.had the highest applicant conversion
rate (91%) of any of the Services, over the entire FY72 period.'

In summary, the Army appeared best able to accommodate both initial objectives:
(a) attraction and enlistment of one's, own applicants, and (b) enlistment of men initially
attracted to other Services.

Factors Associated With the Disposition of Initial Applicants

Review of these findings raised several additionl questions. The basic question was
why did each Service "lose" (or "reject") some of its applicants to the other Services? ,If

"Orr Kelly, "Volunteer Army Question," article in the Washington Star, March 19, 1972,
p. A-18.

7Additional analyses.of the data were performed to determine whether the quality or Navy appli-
cants was such that a policy of rejecting many applicants was essential. The results of the analysis indicated
thra. on the contrary, the. Navy attracted the highest quality applicant of any Service in this period.

1See Ap'penifix A lor ale"detaiied- peic'enthge values ani.1.1:fie raw -data'
computation of these percentages.

I9The Air Force rate showed a decline in the later'Months of FY12, pn.,umably because of the
decrease in Air Force recruiting quotas and the associated ability of the Air Force to Meet these quotas
while heing more selective in the disposition of its applicants than was the case in early to middle FY72.
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a Service (e.g., the Army) could learn the factors associated with this loss of applicants,
perhaps the loss could be reduced; the result would then be a net gain of manpower

--------------wit-hout-th-e-hecessity of-attempting to aehieve a net increase in the total available civilian
pool of applicants for enlistment.

The reasons for the "loss" of applicants to another Service appeared intuitively to
include (a) the selection criteria imposed by the initial Service, and/or (b) the desires of
the applicant as opposed to the options offered to him by the initial Service. Preliminary
study of AFEES data showed that the disposition of initial applicants was, in fact, a
function of (a) the selection process, (b) draft motivation on the pare-of the applicant,
and (c) the influence of parents, friends, and recruiters on the applicant such that:

(1) Aptitude was related to the disposition of applicants, because each Service
appeared to select the "cream of the crop" of its applicants.

(2) Draft motivation was related to the disposition of applicants in that men
who reported the prior receipt of a draft notice were more likely to enlist in a Service
other than the Service to which they initially applied; that is, evidence of "shopping"
behavior was noted.

(3) More complex findings. were.noted for...the..influenee-of--parents,---friends,_ .

and recruits. For example, the AFEES data suggest that the Army recruiter was' a positive
influence in both the conversion of initial Army applicants to Army t.ilistees, and in the
enlistment of men into the Army who had initially applied to the Navy.

Each of these findings involved the dembnstration of first-order relationships
between, the particular variables and the phenomenon of cross-elasticity. However, there
was no information available on the interaction of the variables or factors associated with
the disposition of initial applicants. It was determined that-existing (AFEES) data could
be analyzed to, provide this information. Hence, the current research was conducted to
identify factors (positive and negative) that, in combination, are involved in the enlist-
ment of Army applicants into the Army, or that are involved in the selection of another
Service. Analogous research was also _performed on applicants to the other Services to
coinpare and contrast factors involved in enlistment for those Services as well.

METHOD

QUESTIONNAIRE CONTENT

In late 1970, the initial versicn of an anonymous questionnaire was designed by the
Department of Defense to elicit reasons for enlistment and demographic information
from current enlistees. The reusable questionnaire initially included 33 multiple-choice ..

items, and was designed to be used with a separate OPSCAN answer sheet. An additional
item (AFQT mental ability category) was coded for inclusion by questionnaire adminis-
trators at the AFEES site of administration. Also coded was the particular AFEES site
providing the answer sheet.

In early 1971, the AFEES queStionnaire was revised. The version analyzed in this
report also included four items on the image of the Services. The FY72 questionnaire
included a total of 37 multiple-choice items. The additional item (AFQT mental ability
category) remained coded for.inclusion.at the site of administration.2'

The data analyses performed--to identify a classification of reasons for enlistment
focused dn questionnaire items 1-12. These items and their associated instructions to the,

..... -respondent-appear-in-Figure-2:- ...

2 ()Appendix B contains a copy of tile current questionnaire. Append iN C contains a list of the
sample sites.
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Questionnaire Items on Reasons for Enlistment

Questions 1 through 12 are reasons that may have influenced you to enlist. Using the scale
below, indicate to what extent each of the reasons influenced your decision. For example, if
"Career opportunities in the military looked better than in civilian life" was a strong influence for
you to enlist, you would mark answer"A" for question 1 on your answer sheet.

1 Career opportunities in the military looked better
than in civilian life.

Strong
Influence

Some
Influence

No
Influence

A
2 To become more mature and self reliant. A
3 To learn a trade or skill that would be valuable in

civilian life. A
4 For travel, excitement and new experiences. A B
5-- To-serve my country. A
6 I wanted to leave some personal problems behind me. A
7 I wanted an opportunity for advanced education and

training. A B
8 I wanted to qualify for the G.I. Bill.

9 The overall benefitspay, room and board, medical
care, and training. A C

10 To avoid the draft. A B C
11 I wanted my chOice of Service. A B C
12 To fulfill my military obligation at a time of my choice. A B C

Figure 2

In addition, data analyses were undertaken on questionnaire items 17 and 18, whichwere combined to yield an index of cross-elasticity. These questions are:17. In which Armed Service have you enlisted?
I have enlisted in tne:
A. Army
B. Navy
C. Marine Corps
D. Air Force

18. If you tried to enlist in another Service, in which Service did-you first tryto enlist?
A. I did not try to enlist in another Service
B. I tried to enlist in the Army
C. I tried to enlist in. the Navy
D. I tried to enlist.in the Marine Corps
E. I tried to enlist in the Air Force,,var additional...questionnaire ..items-wzre..employed-in-the-invest igatiorrof-.factors----------associated-with cross-elasticity. Table 6-contains this list of questions.

2:3
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Table 6

List of Variables Used in
the Analysis of Cross4Elasticity

Questionnaire
Item Number

1-12

14

15

16

25

27

40

42

43
48
23

24

Variable

Twelve reasons for enlisting (see Figure 2)
Type of high school education (academic,

general,' business,.technical, othei)
Trade school exposure.(yes, no)
Receipt of draft notice prior to enlistment
,(yes, no)

Employment status prior to enlistment .

(employed or not)
Age at entry .(17, 18, 10, 20, 21, 22 or

older)
Level of education (non-high school grad,

high school,grad, some college, college)
Marital status (married, unmarried)

Race (White, other)
AFQT Mental Cateogry (I, II, III, or IV)
Personal influences in the choice of Servic..
(recruiting publicity, recruiter, fa. mily or
relatives,,friend in the Service, etc.)

Media influences in the decision to enlist
(radio, TV, newspapers, magazirtft, mili
tary publications, posters, movies, mine
of these")

aVariable deleted in multiple regression analysis.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE

Datajn this report ,were obtained during the months of June 1971 through June
1-972 (i.e., for the period of approximately FY72). Table 7 indicates the precise weeks of
survey administration and the total sample size for (!ach hi-weekly period. The total
sample'Auting the ,study period included 25;878 enlistees. Of this number, 10,163 (39%)
'Were Army enlistees.

. Tyo A!rmy subsamples were used in the analyses performed to generate a classifiva-
tion of reasons for enlistment: (a) first half of FY72 (N = 6,4-12): and (1)) :;econd half Gf
FY72 (-N = 3,721).

In the analyots of factors associated with cross-elasticity, the sample sizes we.-c
based upon the nuthber of initial applicants to .cach Service: Army applicants-9,1,15:
Navy applicants-7,171; , Marine Corps applicants-3,151; and Air .Foree ap
Cants--6,111.
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Table 7

AFEESSurvey pate and
Sample Size Per Administration

Administration
Dates

First Half

DoD Total
Sample Size

21 JUN/5 JUL 71 2,557
19 JUL/2 AUG 71 2,137
16 AUG/30 AUG11 2,546
13 SEP/27 SEP 71 2,964
11 OCT/25 OCT 71 2,594
8 NOV/22 NOV 71 2,568
6 DEC/20 DEC 71- 1,756

Second Half
3 JAN/17 JAN 72 1292
31 JAN/14 FEB 72 1,688
28 FEB/13 MAR 72 1,693
27 MAR/10 APR 72 1,562
24 APR/8 MAY 72 1,126
22 MAY15 JUN 72 1,395

Total N 25,878

DETAILS OF SURVEY ADMINISTRATION

Army
Sample Size

6,442
(37.6%)

3,721
(42.5%)

10,163

Data from the FY72 AFEES survey of enlistpd personnel were based upon'responsesobtained from administrations conducted at a common sample of 25 AFEES sitesnationwide (out of -a total of 74 AFEES sites). The 2§ AFEES sampling sites included inthe survey were selected by DoD to represent small, medium, anb large recriiiting sources
Lwithin the five major recruitirt districts.

The AFEES questionnaire was administered to a 100.70 Sample of male enlistees at
each of the 25 AFEES sites, on an alternate week basis. Respondents were assured
anonymity. ifesponses to questionnaire items were entered on a separdte aniwer sheet bythe respondent. Following each two week accumulation of data, tapes -containing editedversions of these responses (range checks having been performed), were- provided toHumRRO for data analysis purposes.

DATA ANALYSES

There were two data analysis phases in this project, the first to identify patterns of
reasons that reportedly influenced a recruit to enlist in the Army, and the second to
identify factors associated with the phenomenon of cross-elasticity, in which an applicantwho initially applies for enlistment to one Service may ultimately enlist in another
Service.

It! 2 7



Reasons for Enlistment

To address the initial research objective, 1972 Army enlistee data from the AFEES
survey on reasons for enlistment were analyzed using two multivariate statistical tech-
niques: factor analysis and hierarchical clustering. Each technique is described briefly below.

Factor analysis may he used to reduce a large number of variables to a more
parsimonious number of independent factors. In this study, factor analysis prOvided one
statistical approach to identifying categories of reasons for enlistment. Principal com-
ponents factor analyses were performed using the 03M Biomed routine, with orthogonal
varimax rotation (Dixon, 26).

In addition, an alternative analysis technique showed promise and was applied to the
data: the hierarchicallusCer analysis algorithms of Johnson (27). Cluster analysis tech-
niques were judged particularly appropriate in the analysis of data used to generate a
classification of reasons for enlistment. First, the techniques are useful when there is no
theoretical scheme or model to guide an analyst through a large matrix of data
(Johnson:27, p. 241). Second, a major contribution of cluster analysis is its ability to
reveal natural groupings, or types or cluster inherent in the data itself; the clusters are
not forrned by the use of some external criterion of classification (Friedman and
Rubin, 28, p. 1159). Third, the cluster analysis algorithms of Johnson (27) have the
property of generating a hierarchical structure, in which the clusters are subsumed into an
increasingly comprehensive structure that graphically desoibes the relationships between
the reasons-for-enlistment clusters. This property was felt :a be important in communi-
cating a comprehensive structure of reasons for enlistment. Finally, cluster analysis is
somewhat less restrictive in.terms of assumptions than is factor analysis.

The expeeted outcome of this research was a, classification of the 12 reasons for
enlistment among men who joined 'the Army in FY72. Because of the possible effects of
time and events on the outcome of the analysis, the sample was divided into two
subsamples consisting of men who enlisted in the Army in the periods, of June 1971 to
December 197r, and men who enlisted in-the Army from January. 1972 to June 1972.

Correlations were computed based on the attribution of influence to each enlistment
reason with every other reason, for each subsample. The resulting 12 x 12 matrices from
each subsample (time" period) Were then used for the factor analysis and cluster analyses.

Factors Associated With Cross-Elasticity

To address the second objective of the project, applicant data from the FY72
AFEES survey were analyzed, using two techniques: multiple linear regression and

automatic interaction detection (AID).
The objective of AID is to classify respondents into groups, so that the respondents

in each of the groups are similar to one another, but different from respondents in the
other groups (Armstrong and Andress, 29). Similarity is judged on a dichotomized
criterion (e.g., Army applicant/Army enlistee vs. Army applicant/enlistee to another
Service)". The AID procedure simply involves splitting a. total group into subgroups based
upon the "most important" independent) variable by reference to the dichotomous
criterion (Table 6 lists the variables). Each subgroup is further split on its own most
important variable, and the iterative process repeats until one of several termination
criteria apply' (Cramer, 30). The outcome of the AID analsis is a "tree" (or branching

21At each stage, tests of statistical significance ale app(ied to determine whether further splitting
would reduce the unexplained variance by more than a prespecified minimum. Another terMination
criterion invo)ves the sample size in each cell that would result from splitting each subgroup; that is; a
prespecified minimum sample size must be exceeded for splitting tO continue. A final termination criterion
is, the maximum number of splits to be made. For this study, the criteria were (a) split-eligibility and
split-reproducibility = .00001, (b) min. N -> 100, and (c) max. splits 30, respectively.
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diagram) of the factors related to the criterion variable. The AID routine in the OSIRIS
package was used in these analyses (University of Michigan, 31).

'Another multivariate analysis technique, multiple regression, was applied to the data
on initial applicants to identify factors related to cross-elasticity. The PH720 multiple
regression routine in the OSIRIS package was used in these andyses (31).

Both the AID and the multiple regression analyses were performed for independent
samples of initial applicants to each of the four Armed Services (Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, and Air Force), using the FY72 AFEES survey data base.

RESULTS

ENDORSEMENT OF HE 12 REASONS BY THE ARMY SAMPLES

It is useful to review the extent of endorsement of each of the 12 reasons by the
two FY72 Army subsamples, prior to reviewing results of attempts to classify the
reasons. The values in Table 8 derive from the subsamples of the first one-half of FY72
and the second one-half of FY72, respectively.

20

Table 8

Extent of Strong influence Attributed to
Each Reason for Enlistment
(Base: Army Samples for Fy72)

Reason

Army Samples

First Half
of FY72

(%)

Second Half
of FY72

(%)

Learn a trade or skill valuable
in civilian life 56.7 58.7

Opportunity for advanced
education and training 53.5 58.1

To enlist in my choice of
Service 45.6 42.6

For travel, excitement, and
new experiences 44.4 44.3

To serve at the time of my
choice 43.5 39.9

For increased maturity and
self reliance 42.1 42.8

To serve my country
(patriotism) 41.3 41.8

Military career opportunities 36.2 41.4

The overall benefits: pay,
room & board, medical
care, and training 28.0 36.3

To qualify for the G.I. Bill 30.1 31.8
To avoid the draft 22.5 16.1
To leave personal problems

behind me 12.7 11.1

2 9



For each subsample, tne reasons most freq..: atly accorded strong influence in
isiOn to enlist were:

(1) To learn a trade or skill valuable civiliarn life (increas2d fror, 57% :

(2) "The cporturty advai ci educz:i (increased-f7 -. 5--
to 58'

versely, the I attribu d Arong in th- 2-2cision to on :st
.amples of 7.-Ti eT were t L! followin;:
(1) To avoid the iecreasei from 23 c 16-0).
(2) To lea-..e persc ;1--Dblems nehind me -reased from. 13% to 11%).

111,

Ct 7tain trends in the e:iLirsement of the varioz:
carit increasE over :rne in the endorsemel;

.g pay (from 28% to 36%), and (b) militar
An increase was also noted in the endorsemc
Ion and training (from 54% to 58% .

onversely, there was . zignificant c_-2crease ove:
to .ft avoidance (from 2', to 16%). Other reason:
to :ain one's choi:e of :-..ach of Service (from
the me of one's chc,ice (ft-7m 44% to 4070).

\. review of these re-.:_lts showS that the major appeeis or reasons for enlistment
wouL: seem to center on education and training. However, the performance of multi-
variate analyses of these data indicates the existence of interesting patterns (factors.
clusters) of reasons for enlistment. In short, a classification of these reasons for enlist-
ment may be generated that adds substantially to an interpretation of the interrelation-
ships of the 12 reasons as separately percentaged in Table 8.2'

-isonis are noteworthy. There w&
(.3) overall personnel benefits.

eer opporamities (from 2:-370 tc
f thie o-T :r-...unity for ad- -.2.ncee

the attnaution of influencf:
in influence were enlistin,

to 4.370), and enlisting to serve a:

CLASSIFICATIONS OF REASONS FOR ENLISTMENT

First Half of FY72

The two cluster analysis algorithms of Johnson (27)the connectedness method and
the diameter method--were applied to intercorrelation data on reasons for enlistment
obtained from Army enlistees in the first half of FY72.23 Four major clusters of reasons
for enlistment were identified from the application of each algorithm:

Cluster 1 Enlisting to learn a trade or skill that would be valuable in civilian
life (Reason 3); because I wanted an opportunity IP/ advanced edu-
cation and training. (Reason 7); and because career/opportunities in
the military looked better than in civilian life (Rearm 1).

Cluster 2 Enlisting because I wanted my choice of Service (Reason 11); to
fulfill My military obligation at a time of my chotce (Reason 12).

Cluster 3 Enlisting to become more mature and self-reliant (Reason 2); for
travel, excitement and new experiences (Reason 4); to serve my
country (Reason 5).

Cluster 4 Enlisting to qualify for the G.I. Bill (Reason 8); to obtain the overall
benefitspay, room and board, medical care, and training
(Reason 9).

Cluster 1 appears to measure career development motivation, involving the acquisi-
tion of a trade or skill useful in civilian life and the desired opportunity for advanced

2 2 The intercorelations between the reasons appear in Appendix D.
2 3 For a technical discussion of the clustering pn)cess, sec Appendix E.
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-7--asons for Enlistment: AppL:aticrl of Two Clusterin.
SiLlw"rr tr,-, An 7riy Enlistee Dzna for First Hal. 'if

3olution
Level Prc

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Diameter Met

tolution
Level

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Aho::

Item Numbe-:-
0 0 0 0 C 0 0 1 i

2 5 1 3 7 8 9 1 2

Clusters

3 + 1 4-+-- 2 -11III! XX>:
X XX;:,,X I I 1 I

I X XX:::X I I XXX
XXX XXX:XX I I XXX

<XXX XXXXX I I XXX
:XXXXXXXXX I I XXX
XXXXXXXXX XXX XXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXX
XXXXX.`XXXXXXXXXXX

-XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Item Numbers
n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

4 2 5 1 3 7 8 9 1 2

Clusters

Proxlm.

.5- IIII XXXI I I I

.47 I III XXXXX

.37 I I I XXXXX I I XXX

.35 I I XXX XXXXX I I XXX

.33 XXX XY_XXX I I XXX
.31 'XXX X).,XXX XXX XXX
.24 ',XXXXX:t XXX XXX XXX
.14 XXXXXX;;;XX XXXXXXX
.04 XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXX
.01 (XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXn ,Ysx xXXXXXXXXXXXXXxXxX

education ani,
included in th.

Custer 2
.obtaining the
cho osing.

Cluster
the desire fot
included in th
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Figure 3

ItemNo. Reasons/crEllistrmm
01 Career opportur ties in the

military locke ,etter than in
civilian life_

02 To become -nore mature and
self reliant.

03 To learn a trapa or skill that
would be ve:ua:: le in civilian
life.

04 cot travei, exc:', 2 ment and
new experience...

05 To serve MN; co ntry.

06 I ,.vanted to :eaN., e some per-

sonal problems behind me.

07 I wanted an opportunity for
advanced education and
training.

08 I wanted to qualify for the
G.I. Bill.

09 The overall benei itspay,
room and board, medi:al
care, and training.

10 To avoid the draft.

11 I wanted my choice of
Service.

12 To fulfill my military obliga-
tion at a time of my choice.

The cor: oept of military career opportunities is another 7eason

Feeni.., to :reflect personal choice and convenience, including the desire for
branci: of service of one's choice (Army), and serving at the time of one's

iggests the motives of individual development and maturation, including
save and excitement, and increased maturity. Patriotism is another reason
c: ter.
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Cluster 4 appears to measure the attraction of rr.. ::.arsonaa .:aaefits, involving
hat a the overall hems:fits as enumerated to the enlistee. aaiiificatan tor the G.I. B'Al.
--,:.asaalts are shown in -igure-S.

Note that in each of the hierarchical solutions, the :au t asters cara posed of reasons
3, and 7 (Cluster 1) and of reasons 2, 5, and 4 tend -a Auster togethaT.

These clusters represont carear development motivaticm dividva: jevelopment an_d
n-:aturation, respectively. This result suggests some degre of anmunaLay in the endorse-
raent of these two niajor clusters of reasons for enlista ,ra 3oth cluaaars involve some
:a3pect of training, education. and personal developmer iddition to the desire for
tr;ade or skill acquisition and advanced education, they iLA, -easons such as the desire

'increased maturity and self-reliance, as well as reas:aa. .ch as patriotism, and the
tiesire for travel, excitement and new experiencesreaso:s, 1! one mignt well assume to
he independent of training or education as motives fol. :ment. These data suggest
that such an assumption is erroneous, although the extera: agreement of the various
reasons is not overly sarong.

Finally, the two cluster:11g methods suggest that 1- ..asoris are esaentially ihde-
pendent of. the four major c asters. These relatively -unaa reason:4 ara: (a) enlistment
to leave some personal problems behind (Reason 6), and -Talisting to :avoid the draft
(Reason 10). These reasons were accorded the lowest pr. -:y valuas each solution
and they were accorded little influence in enlistment (See 8). Endorsement of these
reasons appears to be unrelated (or negatively related) to eadorsement of the reasons
subsumed by the four major clusters.

The same intercorrelation data from Army enlistees in the first half of FY72 were
also subjected to factor analysis. A four-factor orthogonal rotation showed the existence
of factors quite similar ao the four 'clusters just describeda': The four factors were the
following:

Factor I - Enlisting to learn a trade or skill that would be valuable in civiliaa:
life (Reason 3): because I wanted an opportunity for advanced educa-
tion and training (Reason 7); and because career opportunities in the
military lo Aced better than in civtilian life (Reason la . Enlisting to
avoid the draft (Reason 10) had a negative loading on tiais factor.

Factor II - Enlisting because I wanted my choice of Service (Reason 11); to
fulfill my military obligation at 'a time of my choice (Reason 12).
Patriotism (Reason 5) was also related to this factor.

Factor III - Enlisting to qualify for the G.I. Bill (Reason 8): and to obtain the
overall benefits: pay, room and board, medical care, and training
(Reason 9). Also loading positively on this factor was ,?nlistmcnt to
avoid the draft (Reason 10).

actor IV - Enlisting to become more mature and self-' :ant (Reason 21: for
travel, excitement and new experiences (Rea- 4): and to serve my
country (Reason 5). Also loading positively rhis factor was enlist-
ment to leave personal problems behind (Rea. 6).

The z.-:-neration of factors analogous to the four clusters lends at of confidence
to tLe classification of reasons for enlistment among Arma .listt-es as previously
discussed. See Table 9 for the results of the factor analysis.

Factor I indicates that endorsement of the concept of enlisina-at i learn a trade br
skill that will be useful in civilian life is related to the desire fca-: ,aivaa 'ed education or
tr4ining, as well as military career opportunities, as reasons for ca. stmeht. Other reasons

'I'M, four factors accounted for 57q of the variance.
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7abl 9

7-actc. luctur.--,- of :::::.asoris for Enlistmen:
Arm' First Half of FY72

Va-.3ble tV

C._re...?.r opportunities in the m ttary looi,. H.:. be7r.e.2!"

-.7-an in civilian life.' .72 .IDE .05 .16
_

-o become more mature. and :elf reliant .36- .29 .02 .51
3. -D learn a trade or skill that vol J be va _able

chlilian life. .75 .11 .08 .04
4. For -.ravel, excitement and new periences. .24 .26 ..3 .59
5. T D serve my cauntry (patriotism). .36 .49 .14 .40
6. I ',vented to leave some personal problems

behind me. -.15 -.1E 5 .69
7. I wanted an cipportunit for advanced education

and treinirg. .79 .10 .'" 9 .04
3. I wandto qu:::ify for the G.I. Bill. .05 .07 .31 .12
9. The o.,erall beneits: pay, room and board.

mediclil care, and trairing. .38 .1C .F..-.5 .26
10. To avoid the draft. -.41 .35 .7..7 .2 6;

11. I wanted my choice of Service. .17 .74

12. To fulfill my military ooligation at a time
of my choice. ..00 .77 .07 .13

with positiv- loadings n this factor are t'le desire to become more mature anc self-reliant, patrotism, and :he desire to obta.: personal benefits. Enlistment_ to avoi:i thdraft is negatively rela d to endorsing other reasons for enlislmen+..
quartify for the G.I. E.::11 is unrelated tc this factor.. This finding ,iuggests thai
advetrtis appeal stresing the advantages of the G.I. Bill might n:at '?e partici_ila-pr&juetve in terms of nfluencing men ata-acted to the Army by the considerations
inch-yidual development. trade or skill] acquisition, kince the aveal of the G.:.is dependent of .7asonz underlying this factor. In general, T'acto-_- I appearsmsure career deveiaT=Fht anzlogous to Cluster 1.

Factor II cornb.rnet endorse=ent of cbnice of branch of S:-,:rvice With enlistme:-.t atthe tinir- -3f one's choice_ -The d inr to serv. one's country (patrintisnn ) is also includE:. inthis fact.zr. This firaiing suggeEis an elernEsa: of altruism not emdenc in Cluster 2 ottwo hie=chical clustering sotations. Factor II appeazrs to .1a.e.sure enlistn-.:=nt
associate-a with personal..choice :and dedica=n. (Note the min= posin:Tve loading of c-raft
avn+-iance ori this factor. Another element of enlistment for ternpora_ convenience 71--...ay
weL include draft-motivated enlistment.)

Factor -III includes enlisting for the G.I. Bill as the major vartahle defining thefactor. Other variables with high, .positive loadings on the factor include the overall
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benei.oet-soune pay . .nd enlistnaint to avoid the draft. This fact
measure the it--acL-e'. of militar. personne, -lenefits tc many enlistees.

tr.:iv also encorn: indivt luals who er.isted to avoid the draft, whil-
_iz:ng their decisic tt i).y -tventun nenefits that would accrue from qualifying for

1)- --sill, and from th, diate adv. :ntages of enlisting to obtain personnel benefits
I ay. room and I-to:2a idical car a and training. In general. Factor III appears
no attraction of ''l. person': I ienefits, analogous to Cluster 4.

1:11- iV appears ta . ire- a desntie for both iniiividual development and chai4:y.
major loradings Ament fon increased maturity and self-reliance; the desire

excitement, a:in -v experion,es; and the :desire to enlisit to leave some
problems behin,... :actor seems to measure a variety of different motivations

the enlistment. c ycision. On the one hand, the, factor seems to refle-t the
_ some young ni.en to use the military serviee as a means of broadening dt-ir
Itiesin the sen- tray& and new experiences migh: result in improved
ice. am! riaturi,-c. 'le -1 er hand, the factor seems to measure the avoidance

;- he ._tur ets,- probl, ins is not known. Draft-avoidance is nega-
at,,,d L.his patriotisn is related in a positive direction?' "Files-

Air an element o _.traism assde.ated with this fa:tor. In general, this facie.
:ire the desir, 'or individual development au:: maturation. analogous te

:Lister
asef to compare contrast the cluster analysls solutions and the The- ni-

;.nial\---as --tale Ps. Each statisti- d approach identified a coramc-n classification in ternis
f,,ur -na ir eat-gories of reason, for enlistment:

( T. Enlistment for , areer development, inn uding an imphasis on militan
otluca :in and tn.:ling.

'2i ent for individual development and naturation, including a.
emphti.:::is on 0:- .,el, excitement, and new expc-iences that could accru-

)m nT.ilitary :Hee.
(3) listment for various militarY personnel benefits, including qualification

a- the GA. &I...
Thlistmen' personal choLe, including seming at the time of one's

ioicc in nranch of Service of one's prefere_lcie (Army).
The or-i -ubslaL ifferences shown tn the various . alyses concerned whether-or

not enlistm, l'or peu-sonnel bet- cfits was drat -n, ,tivated; whether or not
enlis nt f, tme preference consideration vats also motivated by patri-

:. and ),cii thet- .iistment for individual 1 -Thrriont purposes was also
vat ed ae :eave personal problems nenin,,. In each case, the factor

as inch, -d -as ,uce of these associated reasons fo: enlistment. He wever,,these
ninor imiiortance in the definition of tt-,e respective

the personai-problems reason ci the individual develop-
and :--, inn research suggested that ti. particular rcason might

eei i . rotated factor solution: thus. .t5 relevance should' be
-rete,t1 4.--cui

lot(hfl 1 m motivation may he interpreted a:: -nlistnwnt, -.Inch was no-
ir. .lenced hy an tempt to w.oid 0 drag.

:°.Allother ra,1 or rot atior or t sante data sueests that this (enlistment to leave pers,:,..
priNlerns behind) could he consider, i as. a separate reason. In a eotation, this reason erne'
;is 10 major loadinr, that derieed di, new, firth factor.
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Scond Hai of FY72

The t--",-() cluster analysis
lation data from Army enliste
of reasons .for enlistment we
cluz:ers. as compared to tl, a fii-

Cluster 1 - Same as f -1

valua
tion ad

tban ci
C_ uster,2 - Sami ..s

to fulfill ci
addi.' ,n,
(Rer,,(,n

Clustez- - Same as fir.:
for travel.
country).

C luster 4 - Same ts firc .alf of FY'. 2 ,:.:ause I want 'cl to qualify for the 3.1.
Bill; the overaL henefits----paN, r( um and board, medical
care. ,addition. ic _oe diameter method, of
enlistita; to 1.17./e personal :.n7i-triileras ben:(.i.. (Reason 6).

The four a ..usters evident an the :wo solutions parallel th.se found in the first half of
FY72 data. Detailed res....ilts for 7,--l: clustering so.d.::ions appear in Figure 4.

As applied to the second italf of FY72 aia. the diameter method of c`usteri
yielded the same four major :esters noted a- each the Wile' cl, iste
(including tne solutions ...t,(r data ft-am Army eni istes H he first half of .- :72.
diameter m-2thod as aat-Hied 7. the current aiso yie:ded -Ewe new results:(a) Reason 6. _ leave p,(rsonal problems lieht.dd- :::m)eared in Cluster 4 with
"quali7lyi7g f:(at ir.e G.: .and "over-all personn..,:il heanefits- a.thcaagh its relationship to

reasc-ns was '1(`7"-: and (b) Reason 10. "enlisting .0 _WC l(f the draft" apeared
in Ciaster 2 with "enlist ..o c btain the desirerj c'aoi(2e ot Service" and "to
military obligation at a t of riy choice," althoug:- its rela.'onship to ne other leaso(ii:-
was slight.

In general, the -.( rig alc -r.thrns -(irtua sohations
independent reasons :ri. ferent time n(-aziods. nis :(;7 (isteney 01 ((s-,..s
argues for anc Teas,- '711.: . ice in :LI., oasic classif...ition of .Ison, Army eni nen:.as doled in

In srcorrcta:c darn 'con- Army enlistees in the secon f of FY72 we. 1(=11,
subjected 7-.,o wia-; the first half of FY72 dia four-factor ortl
rot:at:ci: show-ad fa -ars (a were ..:alogous to the four cluste: The our factor:-

Facto" I ame as fins-r hail of FY72 data.
Ficto II - anuisthg because I wanted My choice of (Reason 11); and to

o my choice (Reascn 12).
(:( enlistment

nega 'oadinL

Jo:tinson (27. , ((r(- also applied to intercorre-
fc cc seconc. hal!: z-;'Y 72. Again, four major clusters
fc at from the applicati on .7.) each algorithm. These
na. lusters, ---yere as follen;s:

of FY72 (to ,iarn a '

va . life; w,..nted oppor(..
nreer .cies in t:

).

_at: of FY12 (he(catise I wan
aary n tim,,

cc jiameter merliod, of en .

-,

.:alf of FY72 , to bccome in:
icitement and eNI:

or :1 0:a1 woultl be
aanced ed.uca-

- military looked loc;ter

d my noice of Service:
of my hoicel with the
.ing tc avoid the draft

matur and self-(
ant: tL,

26

fulfill :ny military obligation at a tirrie
There was a substantial positive loading
country (Reason 5), and a substtial
item, draft-avoidance (Reason 10).

Ifacto' III - canic as first half of FY72 datP
.RP;ison 10 was not included.

Far:a(A- T aere as firEt half of FY72 d-ata, except ason 5. tc sc:--e my
)(...utry, was r included.

to ,-( (a my
()I added

ex, at lit a,

IOL iactors iiceounted l Sr of the variance,
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!Clas:sifications of Reasons for Eniistment: Ap::::ation of Two Clustering
Schemes to Amy Enlistee Data for Seccrvc oi FY72

Connectedness Method

Splution
Level Pr oximi ty

Numbers
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 8 9 2 5 1 3 7

Clusters

1-'"-r 3 1 R
1 ,50 I I I I I xXX
2 .41 I xxxxx !

3 .40 I I I I XXXXX '
4 .35 I I XXX XX XXX X :<

5 .3:- XXXXXX XXX X
6 I I XX :(XXX XXX:(X:,
7 .3' I I :XXXXXXXXX- X'
8 .3C I I X/ .:::..XXXXXX:XXXXX
9 .29 I I XX .,XX.` ':()XXXXXXXX/

10 .15 I XXX' XXv.XXXXV( i.X
1 1 11 XXXXX/.-' XXXXX,

Diameter Method

:terr No. Reasons for Enlistment

Cl C-areer cpportunities in the
military looked better than in
:ivilian !ife.

02 3 become more mature and
slt rei:ant.

03 To learn a trade or skill that
vould be valuable in civilian

l'fe.

0- For travel, excitement and
new experiences,

OE Tc serve my country.

OE nted -:o leave some per-

drcblems behind me.

07 I 7dnteci an opportunity for
ajicnced -rducation and

qualify for the

Solution
Level Pro xirr

'twin i'-,iumners
3 0 0 0 0 0

4 2 5 1

1

-Thu over:all benefitspay,
board, medical

:.7 training.

void the draft.
I3 7.- 4-- 4

IIIX >7 1. I I1 .50

2 .40 I I I X lted my choice of
.40 X)C' 1--

4 .35 XXX X:/X.- my military obliga-
5 .30 XXX XX),: XX sta 1:irne of my choice.
6 .28 XXXXX XX.; I XXX I )G
7 .22 -<XXXXXXX)".I; I XXX I s(X
8 .15 ,(XXXXXXXX' I XXX X; X>.
9 .10 ;CXXXXXXXXX XXXX):

10 .02 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXx . XX>.
11 .22 XXXX' XX: XXXXX

tut:

In general, the same fa.
FY72_ Table 10 shows finc_ings.

Factor I reflects the same three ma...n" rea
half of FY72 dita: enlistment to iean-. tn.
advanced education or framing, or for milita
extent, the desire for increased maturity, pa:-7.
Draft-motivated enlistment is inverse!: related
(this negative relationsiiip is stronger that:: OIL
factor continues to measure career develop7lent

i-actor Luta!, in the first half of

!gis for enlis: TueTif as noted in the first
or skill f application, for

career oppt ttu tes, and, to a lesser
otism, or personnel benefits.
this categor-: o (--ilistment motivation
ioted for th! fir half bf FY72). This
otiyation.
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Table 10

Factor Structure of Reikms for Enlistment:
Army Enlistee Data for Second Half of FY72

Variable

Factors

I I I I I IV

Career opportunities in the military looked better than
in civilian life. .71 .15 -.01 .08

To become more mature and self teliant. .44 .32 .00 .41

To learn a trade Or skill that would be valuable
ir., civilian life. .

.70 .14 .16 -.07
For travel, excitement and new experiences. .29 .32 .15 .43
To serve my country (patriotism). .46 .54 -.15 .17

I wanted to leavesome personal problems behind me. -.13 -.08 .13 .84
. Nanted an opportunity for advanced education
E d training. - .71 .11 .28 -.04

wanted to qualify for the_G.I. Bill. -.04 .07 .84 .07
Me overall benefits: pay, room and board,
--ledical care, and training. . .36 .10 .62 .19

___

D avoid the draft. -.57 .41 .25 -.18
I wanted my choice of Service. .14 -7.5 .09 .01

To fulfill ,my military obligation at a time of
rr choice. .03 .77 ..11 .03

Factor II mainly represents enlistment in the preferred Service (Army) at the timeof one's choice, and also includes patriotism and draft avoidance as reasons for enlist-
ment. Draft-avoidance is slightly more highly correlated with this factor in the solutionfor Army. enlistees in the second half of FY72 (r = .41) than it was in the solution forthe first half of FY72 (r = .35). In the current solution, Factor Il seems to measure acomplicated combination of motives-enlistment for personai preference involving either
patriotism or draft-motivation.

Factor III is chiefly defined by enlistment to qualify for the G.I. Bill and to obtain
military personnel benefits. The factor does not include a substantial loading on draftavoidance, as was noted in the first half of FY72. Instead, the factor appears to include
enlistment motivation to obtain the personnel benefits package. Factor III may be termeda military personnel benefits factor.

Factor IV again represents enlistment to leave personal problems behind, while
enjoying travel, excitement and new experiences and becoming more mature and self-reliant, but it does not include substantial loadings on two altruistic variables in theanalogous factor for the first half of 1972-patriotism (positive) and draft avoidance
(negative)-thus providing fewer complexities in interpretation. Factor IV may simply be
called individual development and change.
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In general, it appears that, over the period of FY72, draft motivation became either
more clo'sely associated in a positive manner with branch-of-service and temporal con-
siderations in enlistment, or became more closely related in a negative manner with the
desire for career development. Thus, draft motivation seems less related to enlistment for
individual development and change, and to enlistment for obtaining military personnel
benefits. It is interesting that these findings also parallel a general decline over time in the
level of endorsement of draft-motivation as a specific reason for enlistment (Table 8), The
findings suggest that appeals based on career development with the emphasis on training
should continue to attract the type of men who are not draft-motivated. The findings,
also suggest that appeals emphasizing serving at the time of one's choice, and serving in
the Army, in particular, might' continue to attract some men who enlist for patriotism
possibly even some men who were previously draft-motivated individuals. Further, the
findings suggest that appeals based upon personnel benefits or individual development and
change can be made with confidence that such appeals are not restricted in attractiveness
to draft-motivated individuals.

The reason for enlistment that showed the largest increase in endorsement,,over
FY72 was the reason of overall personnel benefits, including pay (See Table 8). Both the
factor analysis and the cluster analysis solutions suggest that this reason is more closely
associated with qualifying for the G.I. Bill than it is with endorsement of the reason of
military career opportunities. It would appear that the association of military personnel
benefits with military career, opportimities was not present in the minds of FY72 Army
enlistees.Whether or not this association of military pay and careerist motivation can or
should he made would appear to merit additional study, particularly in view of the
continuing interest in the use of monetary incentives for recruitment and retention.

In summary, the analyses of data from Army enlistees in FY72 suggests a four-way
master classification of reasons for enlistment:

(1) Enlistment for career development, with the emphasis on- education and
training and presenting the opportunity of a military career:

(2) Enlistment to serve one's country in the service of one's choice (Army), at
the time of one's choice.

(3) Enlistthent to obtain military personnel benefits including pay, and to
qualify for the G.I. Bill.

(4) Enlistment for individual development and possibly change, with the
emphasis on increased maturity and self-reliance obtained by exposure to
travel, and new experiences.

There was general agreement on this classification for both Army samples and in both
analytic methods, with the exception- of the question of the advisability of including
patriotism and/or the desire for change (leaving personal problems behind).

The findings suggest that one or more of these four major factors (clusters) could he
used as the basis of essentially independent packaged advertising appeals designed to
motivate young men to enlist in the Army. As noted previously, the consistency with
which these 12 reasons for enlistment tend to cluster into the same patterns in bOth
segments of FY72 lends strong credibility to the importance of these basic appeals as
classified in this research, even continuing into the environment of the all-volunteer force.

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DISPOSITION OF
INITIAL APPLICANTS

Linear Multiple Regression

Attempts to identify factors associated with the conversion of initial applicants to
enlistees for each Service achieved limited success. A total of 36 variables were subjected
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to a stepwise linear multiple regression analysis (Table (i cites the variables). The analysiswas performed separately for.initial applicants to each Service..The criterion consisted ofenlistment into the Service to which first applied versus enlistment in another Service.Even when the majority of the variables were included in one of the stepwise equations.
the resulting multiple 1? was observed to range no higher than .31. Table 11 specifies themagnitude of the ,multiple fl! for ;each Service, and the number of variables associatedwith the multiple R.

Table 11'

Prediction of EnlistmentJor
Initial Applicants to
Each Armed Service

Ser vice

Multipie R N

P1,:d1C1,ve

Pred.CTO'S VcirldblUSa

Army .20 21 ..

Navy .31 25
Marine Corps .21 12

.Air Force .27 27

`1Each solution 11ViiF terminated by the'

application of criteria governing the necessary
Incr'ermnt ii prediction tobt' achiet)ed by the
addition rai pi:other predictor.

The-modest prediction of the conve!rsion of applicants to enlistees through linearregression is not unanticipated. given the ma!fnitude of the first-order correlations of eachpredictor variable with the criterion. Appendix F reports these intercorrelations. Thedistribution of the correlations ranged about zero. No intercorrelation greater than r =was observed.
A bri'of description of the variables selected in the stepwise regression analysis foreach Service is given- below. Where nec2ssary. the type of applicant more likely to enlist

in the first Service to which he applies is indicated in parenthesis. to preclude ambiguityin interpretation.
Army Applicants. Multiple regression analysis of the conversion of initial Armyapplicants to Army enlistees was found to select and assign somewhat larger weights tothe following variables: (a) educational level (higher educated apphcants), (b) ago

(younger applicants). (c) race (White applicants). and (d ) not being influenced to enlist by
posters. Negative weights in the conversion of Army applicants to Army enlistees werealso found for movies and military publications.. The endorsement of certain persons asinfluential in the choice of Service decision was found to be negatively weighted in the
prediction of Army enlistment (e.g,. school counselors, a 'friend in the Service). Other
demographic factors slightly related to Army enlistment were/the prior reeeipt of a draft
notice (negative) and following business curriculum in high.school (negative). Aptitude
(AFQT) was a poSitive factor. although A FQT category was l'elated negatively because of
the coding convention, that is. Nlental Category lVs were less likely to become Army
enlistees than men in the higher mental ability groups. Among the reasons for enlistment,
endorsement of serving at the time of one's choice was accorded a positive weight in the
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prediction of Arrry enlistill,2nt, while enlisting for choke of Service, patriotism, and for
:Mlitarv career opportuni:ie.-- were assigned negative weights. See Table 12 for the details.

Table 12

C±r:oosition of Initial Army Applicants:
of Stepwise Linear.Multiple Regression

Varlabt::s Selected Beta _Sigma (Beta) F-Ratio

er C7ppc7-tunities
iotis3m

Bill
lefits
Dice C f SE -vice.

-.04
-.03
-.02

.02
-.04

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

12.1

7.9
3.1

4.6
14.0

-le of "....'hc:.ce .04 .01 12.3
dcle,Scnoc , -.02 .01 2,5

--.eived Draft Notice -.04 .01 12.8
.L...;:,e -.08 .01 54.7
F-:-iucational ...evel .09. .01 62.9

....aHtal status .02 ...01 2.6
.06 .01, 3523

Lategory -.02 .01 2.8
H2 LEud'y-Business -.04 .01 14.1
r-if Persion-Recruiter -.02 .01 2.1

Inf Person-"elative -.03 .01 6.4
lnfl :end in Service -.05 .01 14.4

Pers.jn---Counselor -.04 .01 13.4
In)) Mee la-Pubitcations ' -.03 .01 5.7
kfl Media-Posters .06 .01 37.3

Med. a -Mov i es -.02 .01 2.0

Navy Applic-..ants. .1tltile regres3ion analysis of the conversion of initial Navy
applicants to .Navi- enlisi,-es was found to'select and assign somewhat larger weights to
the following Tar:.1.::)les: (a educational level (higher educated applicants), (b) endorsement
of choice of as influencing enlistment (positive),-(c) endorsing qualification for
the Gd. Bil: 7-1.luencing enlistmen: (negative), (d) AFQT category (higher aptitude
applicants), LInr.Li fe) marital status (single). Persons influential in the choice of the Navy
were found 1:)e a parent or relatwe (positive weight) or a recruiter (negative weight).
Prior receipt 7i.f. a ifraft notice was negatively related to Navy enlistment. Among the
reasons for positive weights were accorded the endorsement of learning a
trade- or skfl useful in civilian life, and enlistment for travel, excitement and new
experiences well as "choice of Service" noted above). Negative weights were accorded
the report of enitstment for increased maturity, draft avoidance, leaving personal
problems behind_ and enlisting at the thrie of one's choice (as well as enlisting "to qualify
for the GI RIT as noted above). Table 13 cites tile details_

Marine Cos Applicants. Multiple regression analysis of the conversion of initial
Marine Corps ar.71lioants tO Marine Corps enlistEes was found to select and assign
sorriewhat larger weights to the foildwing variables: Aa) age (younger applicants),
(b) endorsement .1. choice of SerVice as influencing enlistment (positive), 'and (c) enlisting
for military career opportunities (negative). Influential media assigned positive weights in
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Table 13

Disposition of Initial Navy Applicants:
Application of Stepwise`tinear Multiple Regression

Variables Selected Beta SigmalBeta) F-Ratio

Matuty -.04 .01 10.8
Trade/Ski II .04 .01 13.2
Travel/Excitement .06 .01 21.7
Personal Problems -.06 .01 22.2
G.I. Bill -.07 .01 40.5

/Avoid Draft -.03 .01 7.9
Choice of Service .11 .01 71.5
Time of Choice -.05 .01 14.7
Trade School -.03 .01 8.9
Received Draft Notice -.05 .01, 19.1

Age -.04 16.0
Educational Level .12

.101

.01 85.9
Marital Status -.06 .01 c29.0
Race .02 .01 1.9
AFQT Category -.08 .01 37-.9-

HS Study-Academic .03 .01 5.9
RS Study-Business -.04 .01 . 11.4
HS Study-Other .08 .01 42.8
Infl Person-Recruiter \7.05 .01 15.5
I nfl Person-Relative .05 .01 14.3

Infl Person7Friend in Service ..03 .01 5.3
Intl Media-Newspaper -.02 .01 ' 3.2
Infl Media-Posters .02 .01 2.1
I nfl Media-Movies .02 .01 3.9
Working Before Enlist .02 .01 3.2

Marine Corps enlistment included movies, posters, and military publications. AFQT
category (higher aptitude) and race (White applicants) were slightly related to Marine
Corps enlistment. Among reasons for enlistMent, endorsement of enlis.ting for advanced
education or training, and enlisting for travel, excitement and new experiences were
accorded negative weights (as was enlisting for "military career opportunities" noted
above), while enlisting for increased rnaturity and self-reliance was accorded a positive
weight. Results are given in Table 14.

Air Force Applicants. Multiple regression analysig of the convrsion of initial Air
Force. applicants tO Air Force enlistees was found to select anei assign somewhat larger
weights to the following variables: (a) endorsement of choice of Service as inpuencing
enlistment (positive), (b) race (White), (c) AFQT category (higher aptitude applicant), and
(d) educational level (higher educated applicants). Personal influences related. to Air Force
enlistment That were accorded positive weights were-a friend in the Service and 'a parent
or relatives. Demographic factors related to Air Force enlistment were the prior receipt of
a draft notice (negative), trade school attendance (negative), age (younger applicants), and
marital status (single). Among the reasons for enlistment, endorsements of the following

fr
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Table 14,

Disposition of Initial Marine Corps Applicants:
Application of Stepwise Linear Multiple Regression

Variables Selected Beta SigmalBetal F-Ratio

dareer Opportunities -.07 .02 14.6
Maturity .04 .02 5.7
Travel/Excitement -.04 .02 5.6
Advanced Education -.04 .02 4.0
Choice of Service .09 .02 22.5

Age -:09 .02_ 22.7
Race .04 .02 3.9
AFQT Category -.06 .02 11.9
Infl Person-Relative -.03: .02 3.4
Infl Media-,publicatiorts .04 .02 4.8
Infl Media-Posters .06 - .02 8.9
Infl Media-Movies .06 .02 9.8

't
Table 15

Disposition of Initial Air Force Applicants:
Applicatidn of Stepwise Linear Multiple Regression

Var'ables Selected Beta SigmalBetal F-Ratio

Ca,reer Opportunities .03 .01 6.0
Maturity -.04 .01 9.4
Trade/Skill .02 .01 1.9
Travel/Excitement -.05 .01 14.7
Patriotism -.07 .01 22.4

Personal Problems -.03 .01 7.3
Advanced Education .06 .01 16.2
6.1. Bill '' -.06 .01 22.2
Benefits .02 .01 2.4
Choice Of Svvice .13 .01 91.5

Time of Choice -.03 .01 5.6
Trade School .03 .01 4.4
Received Draft Notice -.04 .01 10.4
Age .03 .01 5.4.
Educatidnal Level .07 .01 22.2

Marital Status -.02 .01 2.6
Race .09 .01 42.7
AFQT Category .07 .01 28,4
HS Study-Academic .02 .01 1.9
HS Study-Other. .02 .01 1.7

(Continued)
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Table 15 (Continued)

Ditposition of Initial Air Force Applicants:_
Application pf Stepwise Linear Multiple RegreSsion

Variables Selected Beta !Sigma (Beta) F-Ratio

Infl PersonRelative .05 .01 12.8
Infl PersonFriend in Service .06 .01 21.2
Infl PersonCounselor .02 .01 3.3
Infl MediaRadio -.02 .01 2.5
Infl MediaMagazines .02 .01 3.4
Lnfi MediaPublications :04 .01 9.0
Working Before Enlist .03 .01 5.1

. -

reasons were assigned positive weights in the prediction of Air Force enlistment: (a) theopportunity for advanced education. or training; (b) military career .opportunities;
(c) overall personnel benefits; and (d) to learn a trade or skill useful in civilian life (aswell as "choice of Service" as noted above). Reasons for enlistment assigned negative
weights included the following: (a) patridtism; (b) G.I. Bill; (c) travel, excitement, and
new experiences; (d) increased maturity and self-reliance; (e) serving at the time of one's
choice; and (e) enlistment to leave personal problems behind. See Table 15 for thedetails.

For each Service, there were indications that the conVersion of one's initialapplicants into enlistees was a function of certain, cnnimon variables: (a) age (younger
applicants), (b) AFQT category (higher aptitude applicants), (c) race (White applicants),
and, with the exception oof Marine Corps applicants, (d) educational level (higher educated
applicants); and CO marital status (single). These results suggest that the enlistment of
one's own applicants may be related to both aptitude and ability (AFQT, education) aswell as to other factors such as age, race, and marital status. Even when aptitude and
education are taken into account, some amount of independent variance in the prediction
of the conversion of ,applicants to enlistees was still attributed to race. Age and marital
status appeared to be related to enlistment, with the younger, unmarried applicant more
likely to be enlisted by the first Service to which he apPlies than the older, married
applicant.

Automatic Interaction Detection (AID)

Attempts to identify factors associated with the enlistment dispositionof initial
applicants to each Service, using linear multiple regression, received only limited success,but did serve to identify several common factors operative in the proceSs for each
Service. The' automatiC interwIion detection (AID) technique also was applied to the
same variables to determine wfmther the more flexible AID approach 2 would identify thesanie 'factors as related to the disposition of initial applicants, that is, age, education,
aptitude, race, and marital status. It was also hoped that the application of AID would
clarify relationships between the various factors and the criterioh. Specifically, it was
desirable to determine whether the AID technique would identify interactions in the data
that did not appear in the linear multiple regression formulation of the problem.

2 aThe AO) approach does not assume linearity in the relationship of predictor variables to the
criterion, whereas linear multiple regressidn requires this assumption,
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Army Applicants. The major factor related to the enlistment disposition of Army
applicants was educational level. The Army enlisted men with high school diplomas (orabove) at a higher rate (921%) than they enrolled men who were non-high school
graduates. (87%). Controlling on education,, race was an operative factor, The Anny
enlisted White applicants at a higher rate than they enlisted initial applicants who wereother than White. The difference was more pronounced for non-high school graduates
(90%, White; 822, other) than it was for high school graduates or above (94%. White;
907, other).2"

The identification of factors other than education and race proved complex and
idiosyncratic, that is, results varied by race and education level. However, aptitude
(ANT category) was not a variable identified in the AID analysis for rmy applicants,
nor was marital status. Age was noted as a factor in the disposition of Army .applicants,
with the younger applicant more likely to become an Army enlist6ebut the age Variable
was pot a primary factor in the solution..",)

,Among the various media presented, the endorsement of "posters" as the most
influential medium was generally related to a lower probability of Army enlistment of
initial Army applicants, while the endorsement of television and newspapers (or none of
these media) was related to a higher probability of Army enlistment among initial Army
appl icants,

Among the various reasons for enlistment, Army applicants who endorse choiceof Service as -a strong influence (or no influence) were less likely to enlist in theArmyalthough this finding was noted only for White, non-high school graduates: Army
applicants who attributed strong influence to enlistment because of the opportunity for
advanced education and training were Aightly less likely to 'enlist in the Army than
applicants not endorsing this reason. This finding held for White, high school graduates
(or-above). Endorsement of draft-avoidance as a strong influence (or no influence) in the
enlistment decision was positively related to Army enlistment. fOr White non-high school
graduates. See Appendix G for detailed findings.

Figure 5 presen details of the relationships of each variable to Army enlist-
ment, and the interactions between the variables.

Navy Applicants. The major factor related to the enlistment of Navy ppplicants waseducational level. The Navy enlisted men with high school degrees and some college
exposure at a higher rate (8,1( I than those with extremes in education, that is, either a
college degree or non-high school graduates (6-r; I. Among applicants with high school
,diplomas or some college. the Navy appeared to have sek.,cted on aptitude and, addi-
tionally, on age. Among this group. Mental Category I or I I applicants were more likely
to become Navy enlistees (90%) than were Mental Category III or IV applicants (81'4).
Endorsement of choice of Service was the primary factor differentiating the non-high
school graduate or college graduate group. Among this group, applicants who attrilmted
strong influence to choice of Service were enlisted into the Navy at a higher rate (titr; )than were men who attributed no influence or some influence to choice of Service (58' I.Among the various types of persons who influenced the branch of Service
decision, positive influence in Navy enlistment was inditated for family nr relatives, a
friend in the Service, and school counselors. but not to the recruiter.

2 "'rills. holding in11)lii,s 1».tweetI Pdtication ;ma rad(' ill III). (14'.4r))),:iti(di ;\ rtily
Arrny, enlistoloill Was nItich rriort likely to occur l'or gradtiotPs !hal) for Ilion.

White, imil-hiuh QrAtiates. rat). for gradwites tvas. virttially tvith
r0i1). for (4111(1), 111.11 school grachiate::. .

" Cinclin;s (,11 wer)' ;int! s..4(ri;(111)., 11()..misi thv nlimbor (.4111
cateLtory ;trier ea(lier II) "Slirpciclinti, v;triabh....,.41(11 1.(Itival awl viicr.
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Major Factors in the Enlistment Disposition of Initial Applicants
to the Army

Non

N 9445 ^
p=91.2

HS Grad

N -3612
p=87.2

HS Grad [N-,5833
nr Above p=93.6

Other N=1178

P=82.3

White

Other

N=2434
p=89.6

N=980
p=89.8

White

N= Sample size

p= Percentage ol Army applibants
enlisted into the ArmY
Designates final cell

NOTE: The number of permissible splits was 30.
(Bulling in AID solutions of up to 59 cells.
For brevity, malor findings from the initial
splits are presented in this Figure. The entire
solution appears in Appendix G.
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Among the various reasons for enlistment, the attribution of strong influence toenlisting for choice of Service and because of military career opportunities was related ina positive direction to Navy enlistment as noted abovm However, negative relationships
were found for Navy enlistment of Navy applicants who attributed strong influence (or
no influence) to enlistment for personnel benefits or strong influence to enlistment to
qualify for the GI Bill.

Since .the majority of these factors operated selectively for subgroups Of Navy
applicants, Figure 6 should be studied tO evaluate the relative generality or specificity ofthe findings. Also see Appendix G for detailed findings.

Marine Cbirps Applicants. The majOr factor related to the decision to enlist in theMarine Corps was aptitude as determined by AFQT mental category. The Marine Corpsenlisted men in Mental Category II or III more frequently (88%) than they enlisted those
in Categories I or IV (77%). An interaction was noted between age and aptitude. Among
men in Mental Groups 11 and III, applicants whose ages were between 17 and 21 yearswere more likely to enlist (89%) in the Marine Corps than were those who wereolder (78%).

A more complex age relationship held among Mental Groups I and IV. Amongthese men, applicants whose ages were between 18 and 20 years were more likely to
become Marines (81%) than were those applicants who were either 17 years of age or 21
years or older (68%). (Race was related to enlistment among 18- to 20-year-old applicants
in Mental Categories I or IV, :with more White applicants, 82 enli.. in the Marine
Corps than non-Whites. 70%.) Also, Marine Corps aivlicants 1S to 2t, y&iars of age whoattributed little or no mfluence to the "opportunity for an a,:tvancti ,ducation" as afactor in their enlistment decision, enlisted at a higher rate (88%) did .applicants whoattribub i a strong influence to this reason for enlistment (77%).

All subsequent comments will refer to findings for najority of Marine
Cor-,s iipplicants derived from the 2,571 cases of those applicant, . lental Categories II
anu III. Among the applicants, those who attributed strong influtli«)r some influence)
in rlieir ,_mlistment decision to the 'opportunity to select their choi..e of Service weremo: hkely to enlist in the Marine Corps than were those applicants who did not
attribute strong influence to this reason. A lower percentage of eventqal Marine Corps
enlistees cited the opportunity for advanced education or military.career opportunities asstrong influences in .their enlistment decision than did those applicants who attributed
some or no influence to these reasons for enlistment. Figure 7 shows the major results of
this analysis. See Appendix G for detailed findings.

Air Force Applicants. Aptitude, as determined .by AFQT category, was the major
factor related to subsequent Air Force enlistment by men who initially applied to the AirForce. The Air Force enlisted a higher percentage of applicants from Mental Categories I, II,
and HI (88%) than from Category IV (72%). There is astrong age by aptitude interaction
among Air Force applicants. Applicants in Mental Groups I - HI who were 18-21 years of
age were more likely to be enlisted in the Air Force (90%) than were applicants at the
extremes of the age ranges (17 years or 22 years and older, 80%). This relationship
between age and aptitude also holds for applicants in Mental Category IV, with 76% of
applicants converted into Air Force enlistees in the age group of 18-20 years. compared
to a 58% conversion rate for applicants in the extremes of the age ranges. For men in the
intermediate age range. race Was a factor in that the Air Force also enlisted proportion-
ately more White appliicants than non-White applicants.

Another .demographic factor related to Air Force enlistment was educational
level (high school graduate or beyond in educational achievement). Employment status
employed full-time, employed student. or unemployed studentand prior receipt of draft
notice (had not received draft notice prior to enlistment.) were also related to enlistment.
(See Xppendix G for details.)
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Major Factors in the Enlistment Disposition of Initial Appiicants
to the Navy
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Major Factors in the Enlistment Disposition of Initial Applicants
to the Marine Corps
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Air Force applicants who enlisted in the Air Force rat(J choice o: Service as
strongly influential in their enlistment decision more often than Air Force applicants who
enlisted in another Service. Conversely, patriotism and the chance to become moremature and selt-reliani ere reasons accorded no influence or only some influence in theenlistment decision by :le Air Force applicants. Another reason that was found to have a
positive relationship te :wentual Air Force enlistment was the opportunity for advanced
education. See Figure & for the major results of this analysis.

In summary, the AID analysis identified certain demographic variables as major
factors in the dispositicn of initial applicants by the Armed Services in. FY72. The major
factors influencing Arrny enlistment were the educational level and race of the applicant.
The interaction between these variables was such that initial Army applicants who were
White .and high school graduates were more likely to be enlisted into the Army (94%)
than applicants who wre non-White and non-high school graduates (82%). The analysis
also showed that non-White high school graduates had the same conversion (Army
enlistment) rate as Whit-, applicants who were non-high school graduates (90%).

An additional ana_ysis was performed of the results for an important subgroup
highly qualified, initia applicants to the Army who showed lower rates of Army
enlistment. Such men are valuable Army applicants, many of whom are "lost" to the
other Services. Analysis of the characteristics of these applicants (all White, high school
graduates or above) shovved the following:

(1) They weri. more' likely to attribute strong influence to enlistment as
according an opportunity for advanced education and training. .

(2) They were slightly older.
(3) They were more likely to have attended trade school.

These results suggest that a recruitment strategy should be designed and imple-
mented to attempt to increase the rate of enlistment of these well qualified applicants.
One possible strategy might be to emphasize the ample opportunities for advanced
training in the Army, since these applicants appear more oriented toward ornploy1:1,
that is, they may be attempting to in,--ase their fut in. earning powei oy obtaining
training for a trade or proression ,.nc Armed Ser. .es. Given the variety of available
Army tr and education experiences, and given the earlier finding -.hat "career
development" comprises a major factor (cluster) of reasons for enlistment, Army efforts
to improve both the numbers of initial applicants and the rates of acquisition of qualified
initial applicants would appear to be well-served by a continuing emphasis on Army
training and educational opportunities in Army recruitment and advertising.

Comparison of AID and Multiple Regression Solutions

For each Service, the AID and multiple regression solutions tended to identify
demographic.characteristics as more highly related to the disposition of initial applicants
for enlistment than factors such as influential persons, media, and the structured reasons
for enlistment endorsed by the applicant. (However, the endorsement of a reason such aschoice of Service was a major factor in the acquisition of Marine Corps and Air Forceapplicants by these Services.)

In general, both techniques identified the same demographic factors as related to-the
enlistment disposition of initial applicants. Both identified education as the major factor
in the Army and Navy solutions. Aptitude (AFQT) was the major factor in the Marine
Corps and Air Force AID solutions, and one of the more important factors in the
multiple regression solutions.

The AID technique tended to identify certain interesting interactions in the relation-
ship of key demographic Variables to the enlistment of initial applicants. For example,
age and aptitude interactions were found for the Marine Corps and the Air Force, and for
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the Army an interaction was found for educational attainment and race. In identifying
these interactions, the AID technique tended to be slightly more parsimonious than linear
multiple regression in indicating demographic variables operative in the disposition of
initial applicants. For example, the AID application to Army applicant data identified the
educ +ion and race interaction, while multiple regression selected age and AFQT as wellas ec Ttion and race as pertinent variables.

ADDITIONAL FINDINGS

THE DYNAMICS OF ARMY ENLISTED MANPOWER ACQUISITION

This report has addressed one aspect of Army enlistment, that is, the disposition of
initial applicants to the Army, where the sample of applicants was restricted to men of
sufficient motivation and qualifications to be enlisted in 6ne of the Armed Services. The
objective was to identify factors associated with the enlistment of these men into the
Army or into another Service, since decreasing the loss of qualified initial Army appli-
cants to the other Services would serve to increase the "return" on Army investment in
advertT:, . a and recruitment efforts to attract these applicants to the Army.

ver, the successful enlistment of initial Army applicants is_ only one facet of
tile total Army enlisted manpower acquisition process. The purpose of this section is to
present certain data that permit the reader to develop a perspective on the importance of
enlistment of initial Army applicants in contrast to the enlistment of men from another
source, such as initial applicants to the other Armed Services who do not enlist in these

!Services. In partiCular, these findings will indicate that both the quantity and quality of
this latter source is important in the achievement of Army quotas for enlisted manpower.

Quantitative Considerations

Using the FY72 AFEES sample survey data analyzed in this report, it was possible
to generate a matrix of data illustrating the net gains and losses of manpower to the
Army from Army applicants and applicants to other Services.3' Table 16 indicates that
the Army "gained" 1,552 men from initial applicants to the other Services, while
"losing" to the other Services only 834 initial Army applicants.

Table 16

Quantitative Aspects of Army Enlistment
(Base. FY72 AFEES Sample Data)

Enlistees to
Army Other

Enlistees Services Total

Initial Army Applicants 8,611 834 9,445

Initial Applicants to

Othu Services 1,552 14,881 16,433

Total 10,163 15,715 25,878

3 t See Appendix A for the source'data.
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Army enlistment of initial applicants to the other Services constituted 1,552 men ofthe total Army enlistee pool of 10,163 (15%) in the sample. This finding suggests thatArmy enlistment of initial applicants to the other Services was a very important factor in
the accommodation of Army quotas in FY72.32

Qu al itative Considerations

Further analyses of the FY72 AFEES sample survey data indicated that the Armyalso realized a net gain in the quality _of manpower "gained" from the pool of initialapplicants to the other Services, compared to the quality of initial Army applicants"lost" (or rejected) by the Army who subsequently enlisted in one of the other Services.
These data provide a comparison of the quality of men-gained" by the Army or "lost"to the Army, where quality is inferred from educational attainment and testedaptitude (AFQT).

Table 17 indicates that men gained (enlisted) by the Army from the pool of initial
applicants to the other Services possess.a higher percentage of high school graduates and
a slightly higher percentage of Mental Category I or II personnel than do initial Army
applicants who subsequently enlist in one of the other Services.

Table 17

Qualitative Aspects of Army Enlistment:
A Comparison of Education and Aptitude for Men Gained and Lost

,(Base: Selected FY72 AFEES Sample Data)

Education
Category

Educational Attainment

AFOT Mental
Category

Tested Apti ude (AFQT)

Gains From
Other Services

Losses to
Other Services

Gains From
Other Services

Losses to
Other Services

HS Graduate I orp 360 23 172 21
or above 861 55 372 45 III 870 56 483 58Non-HS

IV 322 21 179 22Graduate 691 45 462 55

Total 1,552 100 834 100 Total 1,552 100 834 101

Table 18 indicates the racial composition of "gains" and "losses." A higher percent-
age of Whites were present among men gained (enlisted) by the Army from the pool of
initial applicants to the other Services than was evident in the group of initial Army
applicants who subsequently enlisted in one of the other Services.

In summary, these analyses indicate that the Army acquires a substantial number of
qualified men from the pool of initial applicants to the other Services. The results arguefor the development and imp3ementation of Army advertising and recruiting strategies
geared to attract and enlist applicants not enlisted by the other Services.

3 2 Preliminary inspection of population data frOm the first half of FY73 indicates that the Same
phenomenon continued to apply.
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Table 18

Oualitative Aspects of Army Enlistment:
A Comparison of the Racial Composition of

Men Gained and Lost
(Base: Selected FY72 AFEES Sample Data)

Racial Category

Gains From
Other Services

Losses to '
Other Services

N %

White 1,125 72.5 525 62.9
Other

Total

427

1,552

27.5

100.0.

309

834

. 37.1 ,

100.0

THE ATTRACTION OF INITIAL APPLICANTS Ta OTHER SERVICES

Ohe approach to attracting initial applicants to the Armed Services other than theArmy is to exploit their stated reasons for enlistment. Reasons for enlistment that are
influential to these applicants include patriotism (enlisting to serve my.country) and the
opportunity for advanced education and training.

An AID analysis was 'performed on the sample of 10,162 FI72 Army enlistees,
differentiated into initial Army applicants and initial applicants to another Service. The
analysis was designed to.. identify factors associated with initial Army application asopposed to initial application to another Service: The same 23 variables used in the.'
previous AID analyses were used in this research. Figure 9 presents selected findings for
this analysis.

Major Factors Differentiating Army Enlistees Into Army Applicants and
Applicants to Other Armed Services
(Major Factors Only)
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Figure 9 indicates that initial applicants to other Services who were enlisted into the
Army were more likely to attribute influence (strong influence or some influence) to
enlistment for advanced education and training (see Mental Category IV branch) and
enlistment for patriotism (see Mental Category I-III branch, than were initial Army
applicants. Since the _-...rrny enlists a substantial percentage of initial applicants to theNavy and Air Force, former finding is not unanticipated. The fact that a substantial
percentage of Army El -1)..1.1stees are initial applicants to the Marine Corps may explain the
latter finding. Additional research should be performed to evaluate these hypotheses. In
lieu of the performance of such research, if is still important to note that these particular
themes, appear to be :rAated to the enlistment of initial applicant§ to the other Services.

The major facte7 that distinguishes between initial Army applicants and initial
applicants to other Service§ is AFQT category. This finding reflects the fact that the
other Services "screen" their applicants on aptitude (Figure 7 and Figure 8). However, in
spite of this selection of applicants by the other Services, it has been noted that the menfrom this pool who become available to the Army for enlistment (potential gains) still
possess superior quallfications when compared to initial Army applicants lost.(or rejected),
to the other Service§ (Table 17). Hence, this group is an important source of Army
enlistees, and exploitation of appeals such as patriotism and the opportunity for advanced
education and training offer promise in the development, of strategies to enlist these men.,
into the Army. However, it should be noted that "opportunity for advanced education
and 'training" was found to be a slight negative factor in the enlistment of qualified initial
Army applicants (Figure 5). Hence, this reason for enlistment may require skillful use in
recruitment if it is to improve the enlistment of both initial Army applicants and initial
applicants to other Services.

Thus, the Army seems to "lose" men motivated by this reason to the other Services,
but to attract ("gain") and enlist initial applicants to the other Services who are strongly
motivated by the opportunity for advanced education and training.

INCREASING THE NUMBER OF INITIAL ARMY APPLICANTS

In an ideal recruiting climate, the Army would attract sufficient quantities of initial
applicants to permit rigorous selection, and could then afford to reduce its rate of
enlistment of these applicants below the figure of approximately 90% reported in this
study. In this ideal situation, the Army could be increasingly selectivein the.decision to
enlist initial applicants to the other Armed Services, and there would be less need to rely
upon referrals from the other Services for potential enlistees.

While estimates of the feasibility of Markedly increasing the size of the pool of
initial Army applicants are beyond the scope of this report, the imPortance of this effort
cannot be overemphaSized. This conclusion derives from the quality of initial Army
applicants, relative to the quality of men gained from the pool of initial applicants to the
other Services who eventually enlist in the Army. Previous analyses (Table 17) have
shown that, relative to initial Army applicants lost (or rejected) to the other Services, the
quality of gains to the Army from the pool of initial applicants to the other Services is
superior. However, the quality of such gains is inferior to the quality of initial Army
applicants in total, as well as being inferior to the quality of theinitial Army applicant
who is_enlisted into the Army. Table 19 presents detailed results on the quality of Army
applicants.

Comparing Table 19 with Table 17, it is seen that the percentage of high school
graduates among total initial Army applicants (62%) is higher than among men gained
from other Services (557r). Further, this comparison indicates that the percentage of
Mental Category I or II indiyiduals in this pool of initial Army applicants (29%) is higher
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Table 19

Qualitative Assessment of Initial Army Applicants:
Total Applicants and Applicants Enlisted In the Army

(Base: Selected FY72 AFEES Sample Data)

Category

Total Army
Applicants

Initial Army APplicants
Enlisted Into the Army

N

Education
HS Graduate or above 5,833 62 5,461 63
Non-HS Graduate 3,612 38 3,150 37

Total 9,445 100 8,611 100

AFOT Mental Category
I or II 2,751 . 29 2,579 30
II I 5,313 56 4,830 56
IV 1,381 15 1,202 14

Total 9,445 100 8,611 100

Race

White 7,287 77 6,762 78
Other 2,158 . 23 , 1,849 22

Total 9,445 100 8,611 100

'than among me-i gained by the Army from initial applicants to other Services (23%).
These differences are even more pronounced When the quality of "gains" and the quality
of initial Army applicants who enlist in the Army are compared.

For this reason, the Army should attempt to increase the quality of initial Army
applicants, given the feasibility of this effort. If this goal is attained, then the Army maybe able to enlist sufficient numbers of its own applicants without recourse to the
enlistment of referrals fromthe other Services. If the goal of increasing the pool of initial
Army applicants is not met, then the two recruitment strategies noted in this report may
need to be implemented. Thus, the Army may need to develop advertising and recruiting
strategies designed to (a) reduce the losses of qualified men from the iniiial Army
applicant pool, as well as (b) attract and enlist qualified men who first apply to the other
Armed Services, but who are not enlisted by these Serviées: The findings of research
presented in this report may assist in meeting these two objectives.

5:3
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Appendix A

DISPOSITION OF INITIAL APPLICANTS FOR ENLISTMENT

Table A-1

Source Data for FY72 Conversion Rates

First Service
Applied to

Service in Which Enlisted

Army Navy
Marine
Corps

Air
Force

ARMY
(N=9,445) 8611 997 338 199

NAVY
(N=7,171) 841 5628 348 354

USMC
(N=3,151) 267 98 2712 74

USAF
(N=6,111) 444 253 162 5252

Table A-2

Transition Probabilities Based on
FY72 Conversion Rates

(Percentage)

First Service
Applied to

Service in Which Enlisted

Army Navy
Marine
Corps

-
Air

Force

ARMY
(N=9,445)

Navy
(N=7,171)

USMC
(N=3,151)

USAF
(N=6,111)

91.2 3.1

78.5

3.6

4.9

86.1

2.1

4.9

2.3

85.9

---kr100%

11.7

8.5

7.3

3.1

4.1 2.7
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Appendix B
ARMED FORCES ENTRANCE AND EXAMINATION STATIONS (AFEES)

SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

MARCH 1971
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE SURVEY OF
MALE PERSONNEL ENTERING THE
SERVICE THROUGH ENLISTMENT

REPORTS CONTROL
SYMBOL

OSD -(OT) -1572

BACKGROUND

The Department of Defense is studying the attitudes and.opinions of enlisted
men in all the services on several subjects. In order to provide the Defense
Department with meaningful data from the enlisted men themselves, you are re-
quested to complete this survey. Your cooperation in c9mpleting this question-
naire as fully and accurately as possible will be greatly appreciated.

We are not interested in identifying any particular individual who answersthis questionnaire. Your answers will ta treated in confidence, and will not
become part of your milit--ry record or commit you in any way.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO RESPONDENTS

General instructions concerning this guestionnaire:
.

A. Answer all the Survey questions. Read each question and all of its
responses carefully before selecting your answer.

B. Select only one response to each question. Mark your answer on the
answer sheet only. Do not write on the questionnaire booklet.

C. If any question is not clear, or you have any difficulty, ask for help
from the supervisor.

How to complete the Answer Sheet:

A. Use only a t12 pencil when filling out the answer sheet. Do not use ink.
B. Be sure that the item number on the answer sheet is the same as the

number of the question you are. answering.
C. Mark on the answer sheet the ho% tha has the sa:Ile letter or number as

the response you selected from the questionnaire.
D. Fill in the bo with a heavy mark, hut do not go outfside the lines of the Ibo. Book at the examples below:

111
RIGHT WRONG WRONG

E. If you make a mistake, erase the mark completely before entering a
new One.

F. Do not tear, fol, or bend th6 ariSwer sheet...
G. Erase your name from the upper right-hand corner of the answer sheet.
H. Do not fill in your Social Security Account NUmber (SSAN) or make any

mark on the answer sheet that would identify you in any way.
I. The numioler at the top of the answer'sheet does not identify you. It

is a means of controlling answer sheets only.
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Questions 1 th.rough 12 are reasons that may have influenced you toenlist. Using the scale below, indicate to what extent each of the rea-sons influenced your decision. For example, if "Career opportunities inthe military looked better than in civilian life" was a strong influencefor you to enlist, you wpuld mark answer "A" for question 1 on your answersheet.

Strong Some
Influence Influence

1. Career opportunities in A
the military looked better
than in civilian life.

2. T-) become more mature and A
self-reliant.

3. To learn a trade or skill A

that would be valuable in
civilian life.

4 For travel, excitement and A
new experiences,

5. To serve m'y country. A

6. I wanted to leave some A
personal problems behind
me.

7. I wanted an opportunity A
for advanced education
and training.

J

8. I wanted to qualify for
the G.I. Bill. A

9. The over-all benefits- A
pay, room 3nd board,
medical care, and training

10. To avoid the draft. A

11. I wanted my choice nf A
service.

12. To fulfill my military A
obligation at a time of
my choice.

2

13

No

Influence
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13. Do you plan to stay in .the service at the end of your current enlistment?

A No, I plan to leave che service
B I am undecided
C Yes, I plan to stay for a while longer
D Yes, I rlan to make the service my career

14. What type of education have you had?

A Academic (College preparatory)
B General
C Business (Commercial)
D Technical (Vocational or Trade)
E Other than the above

15. Have you had formal training in a trade school?

A Yes
B No

16. Did You receive your draft notice before you enlisted?

A Yes
B No

17. In which Armed Service have you enlisted?

I have enlisted in the :

A Army
B Navy
C Marine Corps
D Air Force

18. If you tried to enlist in another Service, in which Service did you
first try to enlist?

A I did not try to enlist in another Service.
B I tried to enlist in the Army
C I tried to enlist in the Navy
D I tried to enlist in the Marine Wrps
E I tried to enlist in the Air For-ce

19., Under which enlistment program did you enlist?

A General Enlistment (no specific program/commitment)
B Delayed Active Duty Enlistment
C In-Service Technical/Special Training Enlistment (for example,

nuclear, electronics, etc.)
D Choice of Geographical Area of Assignment.
E of Occupational Area of Assignment.
F Colmmissioned or Warrant OfEicer Programs.

3
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20. What is the length of your enlistment?

A 2 years
B 3'years
C 4 years
D 6 years

21. If there had been no draft and you had no military obligation, do you
think you would have enlisted?

A Definitely yes
B Probably yes
C Probably no
D Definitely no
E I do not know

22. Did the possibility of being drafted influence you to enlist?

A No, it had no effect on my decision to enlist.

Yes:

B STRONG influence for me to enlist
C MODERATE influence for me to enlist
D SLIGHT influence for me to enlist

23. Which ONE of the following MOST influenced your decision to enlist in
your selected Service?

A Recruiting publicity
B Armed Services recruiters
C Parent or relatives
D Friend in the Service
E School counselor

24. The Services tell you about themselves in many ways. Which one of
those listed below had the most influence in your decision to enlist?

A Radio
B TV
C Newspapers
D Magazines

E Military publications
F Posters
G Movies

25. Were you working when you decided to enlist in the Armed Services?

Yes, I was:

A Working full-time
B Working parttime
C Working part-time, student part-time

No, I WaS.

D Student full-time
E Student part-tiA
F Unemployed
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26, If you
was

A
13

were working full-time before you decided to enlist, how much
your weekly pay?

Does not apply; I was not working full-time
Less than $25 per week

C Between $25 and $50 per week
D Between $50 and $75 per week
E Between $75 and $100 per week
F Between $100 and $125 per week
G Between $125 and $150 per week
H Between $150 and $175 per week
I Between $175 and $200 per week
J Between $200 and $225 per week
K Between $225 and $250 per week
L Over $250 per week

27. In what year were you born?

A 1943 or earlier H 1950
B 1944

I 1951
C 1945 1952
D 1946 K 1953
E 1947

L 1954
F 1948 M 1955 or later
G 1949

I

Skip spaces 28-37 on your answer sheet and answer questions 3P--;4r7 in
corr esponding spaces. ,

38. In What month were you born?

A January G July
B February

H August
C March

I September
D April J October

May K November
F June December

39.0n what day of the month

A 1

B 2

C 3

D 4
E 5

F 6

G
H 8

I 9

58

were you born?

J 10
K 11

L 12

M 13

N 14
0 15
P 16
Q 17
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S 1? 1 28
T 20 2 29

21 3 30
V 22 4 31
W 23
X 24
Y 25
Z 26
0 27



40 - What is the highest level of education you have completed?
(Select ONE answer only.)

A Did not complete Elementary (Grades 1 through 8) School
B 'Elementary School Graduate.
C Completed 1 year of High School
D ampleted 2 years of High School
E Completed 3 years of High School
F Completed 4 years of High School
C High School Graduate
H Completed GED credits for High School Graduate equivalency
I Completed 1 year of College
J Comp.leted 2 years of College
K Completed 3 years of College
E Completed 4 years .of College
M' Completed GED credits for 2 years' College equivalency
N College degree .( B.S., B.A., or equivalent, except LL. B.)
O Law Degree (LL. B.)
P Master's degree (M.S., M.A.., or equivalent)
(.2 Doctor's degree (Ph. D., M.D., J.D., or equivalent)

411. What was your Selective Service classification just before you
enlisted?

A I-A
H I-A0
C I-C
O I-D
E 1-0
F 1-S
G I-W
H I-Y

I II-A

42. Are you married?

A Yes

B No

43, What is your race?

A Caucasian
B Regro
C Other

j II-C
K II-S
L III-A
M IV-A
N IV-B
O IV-C
P IV-D
Q IV-F

V-A
S None

44- Which branch of the service is highest in tradition?

A Army
B Navy
C Marine Corp
D Air Force

I

d if f er ence

6

6 7
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,45, Which branch of the service is best for providing a paid college education?

'A Army
B Navy
C Marine Corps
D Air Force
E No difference

46% Which branch of the srvice is best for pay?

:Army

`4avy

Parine Corps
D Air Force
E No difference

Which branch of the service offers the best chance to prove you are a man?

A Army
B Navy
C Marine Corps
D Air Force

No difference
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AppencEx C

SAMPLE SITES FOR THE ARMED FORCES
ENTRANCE AND EXAMINATION STATIONS

(AFEES) SURVEY

Albahy, New York
Baltimore, Maryland
Cleveland, Ohio
Fairmont, West Virginia
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Richmond, Virginia
Springfibld, Massachusetts
Ashland, Kentucky
Charlotte, North Carolina
Jacksonville, Florida
Nashville, Tennessee
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Dallas, Texas
Chicago, Illinois
Denver, Colorado
Fargo, North Dakota
Kansas City, Missouri
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Omaha, Nebraska
Butte, Montana
Los Angeles, California
Phoenix, Arizona
Portland, Oregon
Spokane, Washington
Shreveport, Louisiana
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Appendix 0

INTERCORRELATIONS OF REASONS FOR
ENLISTMENT ON TWO /ARMY SAMPLES

Table D-1

Intercorrelations of Reasons for Enlistment on
an Army Sample for First Half of FY72

V?r:able

1 Career opportunities in the
military looked better than
in civilian life.

2 To become more mature and
self reliant.

3 To learn a trade or skill that
would be valuable in civilian
life.

4 For travel, excitement and
new experiences.

5 To serve my country.

6 I wanted to leave some per-
sonal problems behind me.

7 I wanted an opportunity for,
advanced training and
education..

8 I wanted to qualify for the;
G.I. Bill.

9 The over-all benefits: pay,
room and board, medical
care, and training.

10 To-avoid the draft.

11 I wanted my choice of
Service.

12 To fulfill my military obliga-
tion at a time of-my choice.

62

2 5 8 10 1.)

.30

.41 .31

.24 .32 .24

.34 .35 .26 .34 --

.05 .13 .08 .14 .04

.44 .30 .54 .26 .31 .05 --

.01 .15 .06 .16 .10 .10 .15

.30 .26 .22 .29 .25 .12 .29 .31

.23 .14 .16 .11 -.14 .00 .17 .11 -.04

.18 .21 .21 .20 ..28 :03 .22 .14 .21 .15 -

.Q9 .22 4 .19 .28 .04 .13 .16 ,.17 11 -.37
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Table D-2

Intercorrelations of Reasons for Enlistment
On an Army Sample for Second Half of FY72

Variables 1 I 2 3 4 5 8 9 10 11 12

1 Career opportunities in the
military looked better than
in civilian life.

2 To become more mature and
self reliant.

3 To learn a trade or skill that
would be valuable in civilian
life.

4 For travel, excitement and
new experiences.

5 To serve my country.

6 I wanted to leave some per-
sonal problems behind me.

7 I wanted an opportunity for
advanced training and
education.

8 I wanted to qualify for the
G.I. Bill.

9 The over-all benefits: pay,
room and board, medical
care, and training.

10 To avoid the draft.

11 I wanted my choice of
Service.

12 To fulfill my military obliga-
tion at a time of my choice.

.30

.40 .29

.22 .28 .22

.34 .35 .28 .31 --

.03 .11 .02 .11 .01

.41 .29 .50 .23 .31 .03 --

-.01 .12 .06 .15 .04 .10 .15

.29 .23 .23 .28 .18 .11 .29 .30 --

-.22 6 -.15 .07 -.12 .02 -.19 .10 -.08 --

.24 .25 .20 .23 .32 .02 .21 .10 .21 .15 --

.13 .23 .15 .21 .32'4 .01 .15 .14 .17 .15 .40 --
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Appendix E

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION OF THE CLUSTERING PROBLEM

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

A statistical technique is required to partition the 12 reasons for enlistment into
optimally homogeneous clusters (groups) on the basis of empirical measures of the relation-
ships among the categories. This concept is stated in the context of similarity evaluation
(Johhson, 27).

CONCEPTUALIZATION OF A SYSTEM FOR 'THE
CLASSIFICAtiON OF REASONS FOR ENLISTMENT

The classification system is described as a series of hierarchically arranged clusters
composed of the 12 initial reasons for enlistment. Each clustering at the lowest and
weakest level (C0) contains only one reason. Proceeding up the hierarchy, clusterings
become stronger (more comprehensive), including the weaker clusters below, until the
final, strongest (single) 'cluster (Cm) is established that contains all 12 of the reasons
analyzed in the problem. It follows that the clusteis (Ci) at the jth level contain reasons
with an endorsement that is less related (i.e., cortelateor to a lesser extent) than the
reasons in clusters C.1 one level below.

The clustering flierarchy of reasons for enlistment can be quantified if relationships
between the endorsemc:'t of the 12 individual reasons can be obtained. Correlation coeffi-
cients are used as mea.- .!s of these relationships, of the extent of endorsement of each
pair of reasons.

ALGORITHMS

The diameter method and cohnectedness method of hierarchical clustering offer a
solution to the problem as stated.

Given n reasons, and the relationships between the endorsement of each reason, and
the endorsement of each of the other reasons, a specific hierarchy can be established by
the hierarchical clustering scheme (HCS) devised by Johnson (27). The steps for doing
this (taken from Johnson, 27, p. 246) are as follows:

Step 1. Clustering Co, with value 0, is the weak clustering.
Step 2. Assume we are given the clustering Co with the correlation matrix between

each reason and every other. Let be the largest correlation coefficient
entry in the matrix. Merge the pair of reasons and/or clusters with correla-
tion coefficient to create C

'
or value .J' J

1 In this research, n = 1 2.
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Step 3. We may create a new, reduced correlation matrix, treating the new clusters
as objects, in an unambiguous manner. That is, if x and y are two objects
(possibly clusters) at level CJ1 and if r(k,y) = (so that x and y become
clustered in C.), and if z is any other object or cluster at level Cj-1 then

,r(y,z).2

Step 4. Now, repeat St'eps 2 and 3 until we finally obtain the strong (i.e., all inch:sive)
clusteringwe are then finished.

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Hubert(32) has Presented a mathematical formulation of hierarchical clustering in terms
of lattice theory. A summarization of his concepts follows.'

The following terminology and notation are introduced to make the discussion concise
and less ambiguous. To this end, let S be a set of n objects one wishes to sort into meaningful
classes. The elements of S can be represented by the n integers 1,2,....,n without loss of gener-ality, so that S {1,2,...,n

Assume the existence of a measure r giving the extent of relationship of objects i and j.
Thus, if r is large, the interpretation is that objects i and j are highly related. The rij values
can be arranged in 4:1 n-13Y-n matrix called the correlation matriX.

Before continuing, examples Will be given to illustrate the concepts of the partitions of
a set and refinements of the partitions. Thus, let S be the set S = 11,2,3,4,5,61 and form a
new set in the following way. Place objects 1 and 2 together in one set, objects 3,4, and 5 in
another set, and object 6 in another set. The resulting set can be denoted 11 and is:

11 = {1,2}, 13,4,5), {6} }
The elements of the set /1 are sets and are termed the blocks of the.partition 11. The number
of partitions'increases rapidly as n increases. For example, if n -= 3, there are 5 partitions, butfor n = 6, there are 203 partitions.

Consider now another partition of S:

12 1 1:3}' 14,51 {} )
Comparing/i and/2, it is seen that the blocks of 19 are subsets of the blocks of /1. in this
case, partition 19 is said to be a refinement of partition 11 ..We can construct. a diagram
connecting some of the possible partitions of a set by using the "..?.finement relation.

For example, let S 1, then the four possible partitions of S are as follows:

t1,2} , {3} )

{ {1,3}, 12)

{2.3},111

(21,131

2I1 the event that r(x.x) r(y,z). a convent lon may he employed. In the diameter method:Johnson (22_17.)
uses the following: r(x.y),z) = min. (r(x,-ii,r(y.z)). In the ctmnectedness method, r(x,y1z) = max. (r(74,z),r(y,i)).

3Summarized by E.1-1. Kingsley, mathematician, HumftH0,-Alexandricc-i, Va.
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The results, using the refinement relation are shown in the diagram below:

H1,2}, {3} } 1(1,3), {2} )

Hi) , (2), (3)).

H2,31, (11

The partitions connected by lines in this diagram connect, reading upwards, partitions
that are refinements of the partitions above them. The diagram is a pictorial representation
of a lattice.

For the set S, let L designate the set of all the possible partitions of S. A chain in L isan ordered set of partitions, denoted by

C=<Co, C1, Cp>
with the property that 9 is a refinement of 91, where j = 0,1,...,p-1. In the above example,the three possible chains are:

{2}, {3}) , {{1,2}, (3) } , (1,2,3)) >
(2), (3)) , {{1,3), {2) , (1,2,3)) >
(2), (3}} , H2,3), {1)) , (1,2,3n >

The above three chains have the following three graphic representations, respectively:
(1,2,3)

{1,2,31

(1,3) fj
(i) (3) 2)

(1,2,3)

(2,3)

(2) (3) {

The above three diagrams illustrate the definition of a hierarchical clustering of the
set S = (1,2,3,) . In lattice theoretical terms, a hierarchy is thus defined to be a chain.

The terminology and concepts of lattice theory thus permit a precise definition -to be
given for a hierarchy. The theory also permits the explication of properties of hierarchies
to be given in set theoretic terms. Thus, intuitive notions about hierarchies can be form-
ulated in set theoretical terms and their implications studied.
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Appendix F

FIRST-ORDER PREDICTOR/CRITERION INTERCORRELATIONS
ON THE DISPOSITION OF APPLICANTS, BY SERVICE

Variable
Army

IN = 9445)
Navy

IN 7171)

Marine
Corps
= 3151)

Air Force
(N = 6111)

Reasons for Enlistment
Military career opportunities -.08 .01 r.8 .03
Maturity -.04 -.03 .05 -.07
Trade/skill -.05 .05 -.03 .03
Travel/excitement -.02 .05 -.03 -.07
Patriotism -.06 -.02 .03 -.07
Leave personal problems -.03 -.09 .00 -.06
Dpportunity ior advanced education -.06 .02 -.05 .05
G.I. Bill -.01 -.07 .01 -.06

r/Personnel benefits -.01 .00 -.01 .02
Avoid the draft .01 -.04 -.01 .02
Choice of Service -.05 .09 .09 .10
Time of chuice (11 -.02 .06 -.01

Demographic Characteristics
Trade school -.04 -.06 -.03 -.05
Received draft notice prior to enlistment -.04 -.08 -.04 -.04
Age -.06 -.09 -.11 -.02
Educational level .11 .14 .04 .09
Marital status -.01 -.08 -.05 -.01
Race .11 .10 .08 .13
AFOT mental category -.07 -.13 -.08 -.12
Employed at time of enlistment -.01 .01 .01 .03

High School Program
Academic .06 .08 .03, .07
Business -.05 -.07 -.01 -.02
Technical -.01 -.01 -.01 -.03
Other .00 -.10 -.01 -.03

Persons Most Influential

Recruiting publicity .02 .00 .03 -.04
Recruiter .01 - - .01 -.02
Parent or relatives .00 .06 -.03 .03
Friend in the Service .03 .04 .01 .04
School counselor .04 -.02 .01 .00

Media Most Influential
Radio -.01 -.03 05 -.04
TelevisiOn .02 -.02 -.04 -.01
Newspapers , .01 -.04 -.01 -.02
Magazines .01 .00 -.03 .02
Military publications .00 .03 .02 ,05
Posters -.06 .01 .04 -.01
Mov . -.01 .03 .05 -.03

I.
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Appendix G

MODELS DEVELOPED TO PREDICT
THE ENLISTMENT DISPOSITION OF INITIAL APPLICANTS

TO THE FOUR SERVICES
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